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Rotary Announces Plans For
Christmas Community Auction
Club president Richard tivities; Forrest Priddy, aucFarrell announced today plans tion items pick-up; Joe Prince,
for the second annual Christ- bake sale and bazaar; Jack
mas Community Auction to be Benton, gift certificates and
sponsored by the Murray merchants liaaon; Macon
Rotary Club. He named Pete Blankenship, auction; Don
Waldrop to again serve as Henry, finance; Bob Moyer,
Jones,
Marshall
general chairman of the prizes;
project.
publicity; Ed (Thrisman, concessions; and Steve Yarbrough,
At an organizing luncheon clean-up.
hosted by the Bank of Murray at
At the close of the luncheon,
Its University Branch, Farrell
said that experience gained Waldrop announced- that
from last year's auction coupled Saturday, December 1, had
with the new spirit of en- been selected as the date of the
and auction, and that Murray
thusiasm,
pride
achievement so evident on the merchants throughout the
campus and among Murray city—downtown and at shopbusiness
leaders,
civic ping centers—would Join in the
organizations and ordinary festivities by affering special
citizens assured success of the values and prizes to costomers.
The auction itself is scheduled
event.
to begin at 12 noon on the court
"Everybody in this town is house square.
ready to pitch in to make this
Waldrop also said that
city, this county and this
University the best in the students, faculty or other inNation," said Farrell, "and dividuals who wish to exhibit
every penny of the proceeds of and sell arts and crafts items,
this auction will be spent on and civic or charitable
civic projects to bring us nearer organizations, Band Boosters
and the like who wish to sell
that goal."
Ten committees to serve with articles in support of worthy
Waklrop in carrying out the causes, are welcome to set up
projeele,. were named by shop on the coact square and
president Farrell. Chairmen of are asked to contact himself or
the ten committees are: A.W. or A.W. Simmons, Jr., to make
Simmons, Jr., special ac- arrangements.

WEATHER
FORECAST
Mostly sunny and mild today,
fair and cool tonight. High today in the low to mid 60s, low
tonight in the mid 40s. Increasing cloudiness Friday, with a
chance of rain. Wanner, with
the high near 70.
Partly cloudy and cool Saturday through Monday, with
clear, cool nights. Chance of
showers Saturday. Lows Saturday in the 40s. Lows Sunday
and Monday in the 30s to
around 40. Highs Saturday in
the 60s, highs Sunday and Monday in the 441s to around 50.

City Asks For Dismissal
Of Anti-Annexation Suit

WRITING COMPOSITION: Hard at work wilting an oral
musical composition to be played for the first time November la
at inaugural ceremonies for Dr. Constantine W. Curris, the MN
and sixth president of Murray State University, is Prof. Pad
Shahan, director of bands at the university since 1958. The
composition, a four-minute processional march entitled "la All
There Is Majesty," will be presented by the university's 42-p8ece
Wind Sinfonietta with Shahan conducting
Photo by Wilson Woolley)

Shahan Composes Piece
For Curris Inauguiation -

An original musical composition by Paul W. Shahan,
associate professor of music at
Forrest Priddy, chairman of
the auction items pick-up Murray State University, will
be one of the highlights of the
committee, urged that every
Inauguration Nov. 12 of Dr.
household throughout the city
Constantine Curris as the sixth
and county begin a search of
president of the university.
attic, garage, and basement for
"In All
Ls Majesty," a
unwanted items of furniture,
toys, hardware, tools, ap- four-mitiri4 processional
march written especially for the
pliances or other articles of
Inauguration ceremonies in
value for
donation to the
Lovett Auditorium, will be
auction. He indicated that
dedicated to Dr. Curris, who
announcement would be made
assumed the presidency Sepin a few days about the place
tembw 15 upon the retirement
and time of delivery or pick-up
of Dr. Harry M. Sparks, the
of donated items.
president since 1968.
Professor Shahan and the 42The auction will be climaxed piece Wind Sinfonietta, made up
by a Christmas Parade led by of the most outstanding
Santa Claus who will give away students on musical infavors and candy and draw a struments in the university's
number selecting the grand Department of Music, will play
prize winner.
the march for the first time

during the colorful inaugural
program.
Whiledisoussing this latest of
his many original compositions,
Shahan pointed out that the
work "is an effort to depict
great majesty and dignity in the
style of a grand procession, or
cortege, flavored with percussion colors reminiscent of
the Mediterranean area."
Asked to write the music ita.
the inauguration by Richerill
Farrell, chairman of the
departhient,Shahan has been at
work on the composition since
early September.. ,
"I have been writing and
arranging spectil pieces since I
was in college," he said, "but
the first one was published in
1962."
Among his 22 published
compositions are two prize(See Shahan,'Page 8)

written motion," the document
By DAVID RILL
Ledger & Times Staff Writer continues, "defendants say:
Attorney Wells Overbey,
.7-Ordinance Number 586,
representing the City of being an ordinance of intent to
Murray, has filed a motion to annex certain contiguous
dismiss a petition filed by seven property was finally adopted by
resident of an area north of the Common Council of the City
Murray which the city seeks to of Murray on the 27th day of
annex.
September, 1973.
"—Plaintiff' 'petition' was
The petition had attempted to
block the annexation, and was filed with the Clerk of the
filed by Clayton and Elizabeth Calloway Circuit Court by the
Riley, N.P. and Robbie use of words and figures as
Paschall, John and Rhoda Sue follows, to-wit: 'Filed in my
hands this 27th day of October,
Pocock, and Alfred Wells.
Both the petition and the 1973, 8:00 p.m., James H.
motion to dismiss were filed Blalock, Clerk.'
with Circuit Court Clerk James "—Although the summons
issued for individuals on said
Blalock.
The petition listed eight 'petition' is dated the 27th day of
reasons for protesting the an- October, 1973,said summons for
nexation of the area, including individuals was not issued until
the lack of sewer systems, city
stickers, street lights, and
others.
The motion filed by Overbey
moves the court to dismiss the
action for the following
reasons:
"—Plaintiffs' petition faila..10..,
Piste a deft* of action agstnst
Creison
—,--FOruinnist for
the defendants upon which the Courier-Journal, and author
relief can be granted.
of several books, will speak at
"—Insufficiency of process. the Calloway County Public
No summons was ever issued Library tonight Thursday ) at
for City of Murray.
7:30 p.m.
"Plaintiffs failed to comply
Creason will speak on
with CR-3.
-Kentucky Folklore and
"In support of the above- Kentuckians" from the many
facts he has acquired during his
Persons May Get Auction travels in Kentucky working on
his books and his column in the
Louisville paper each day.
Certificates At Office
The speaker, native of
People who purchased ar- Benton, has worked on many
ticles on the Lions Club Radio newspapers including the
Auction and have not yet paid Ledger & Times, Murray. He
for the item and received their has received awards for many
certificate of purchase may do of his writings.
Mrs, Margaret Trevathan
so at Richardson & Trovathan's
said Creason's books will be on
office.
Purchasers should contact sale at the library tonight and
Steve Sexton at the local firm he will autograph them for
located on the corner of Third & persons.The public is invited to
Maple, during regular office hear the talk by Creason, the
hours, Monday through Friday. librarian said.

Joe Creason Will
Speak At Library
.In Murrai Torright

Arson Suspected In Fires In County Last Night
Arsonists are suspected as the
cause of three fires in succession last night, according to
a spokesman for the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Unit. The
three fires last night bring the
total of the suspected malicious
burnings to seven houses and
four outbuildings over a five
week span, the spokesman said.

and surrounding timber.
The fire-rescue unit had been
called earlier in the evening to a
prank call where tires had been
set afire on a sideroad off Highway 94 east

Vol. LXXXXIV No. 259

10 Per Copy

building, which was located just
north of Wiswell, for storage.
—Volunteers were told at the
scene of the first call that fire
had just destroyed an old house
belong to Gus Robertson, Jr.,
located just southeast of Lynn
Grove. Firemen arrived at the
scene of this fire after it had
spread to a block storage shed.

The three fires listed below
oecurred last night and the
dates of the other fires in the
recent rash of burnings are also
All of the Halloween fires indicated:
—Calloway County Firewere in the southwest section of
—Firemen first responded to Rescue's tanker unit was
the county and were discovered a two-room house belonging to dispatched at the same time to a.
about midnight. Rescue Squad H.E.(Jackie) Trees, Rt, 7. The fire visible in the distance. This
volunteers worked long into the house was totally destroyed turned out to be a building
night preventing the fires from before being discovered by a owned by Calvin Compton,
spreading to other outbuildings neighbor. Treas used the Route 4, located on the Tom

Taylor Road west of U.S. 641 tobacco, belonging to Alton
south. Compton used the Paschall and located in
building for storage. Electrical
service to Compton's cattle
—Sept. 26 was the date of the
barn and water well was put out first fire of this sort, the
the
fire.
of commission by
spokesman said. An old house
—On Oct. 21,fire destroyed an on a farm one mile north of the
old house belonging to Cody Wiswell-Lynn Grove highway
Caldwell located north of intersection was destroyed as
Cherry Corner.
well as one outbuilding Lilian
—On Oct. 12,fire destroyed an Mathis owned this property.
old house and two out"Anyone having any inbuildings belonging to W.C. formation as to who may be
Elkins on the Lynn Grove high- setting these fires is asked to
way.
contact the sheriff or county
—On Oct. 11, fire razed an attorney," the Fire-Rescue
old house used for stripping spokesman said.

Rescue Chief Max Dowdy
expressed his concern that
firefighters might be at a fire of
this type and not available for
immediate response to a fire of
more importance. Dowdy also
said that response to any fire
involves risk to both men and
equipment.
Firemen responsing to all
three calls last night were: Max
Dowdy, Jimmy Johnson,
Bernard Steen, Edwin Jennings, Jerry Edwards, Loyd
Key, Ronnie Barnett, Robert
Trenholm, Jerry McCoy,. Ron
Stout, Ran Stout and Mike
Farley.

the 29th day of October, 1973—
which is more than thirty days
from and after the 27th day of
September, 1973.
"Wherefore, defendants pray
the ruling of this court."
In explaining the motion to
dismiss, Overbey explained
that the city's argument is that
the petition by the residents of
the area was not done in the
proper manner. Kentucky
statutes say that the summons
must be issued within the 30 day
period after the ordinance of
Intent is adopted, according to
Overbey.
The motion to dismiss by the
city will be ruled on by
Calloway Circuit Judge James
Lassiter on Monday, November
9, which is the next Rule Day for
circuit court.
The plaintiffs' petition was

filed last Friday with Blalock,
and states the following reasons
for protesting the annexation:
The plantiffs petition listed
eight reasons for protesting the
annexation, including, it will
cause manifest injury to the
residents of the area; that 75
per cent of the residents will
"remonstrate" against the
annexation; the loss of freedom
of living in the county; the
residents would not have all city
services, specifically city
sewers; no savings in the cost of
electric power; the residents
would have to purchase city
stickers; police and fire
protection is available to
residents of the area now; and
street lights such as the ones on
North Fourth Street, north of
Chestnut would
not be
desirable.

William B. Saxbe
Named Attorney
General Today
WASHINGTON AP) — President Nixon today named Sen.
William B Saxbe as attorney
general and approved the selection of Leon Jaworski as new
Watergate special prosecutor
with full independence and
safeguards against being fired.
The President promised not
to discharge Jaworski, as he
had Archibald Cox, without obtaining the consent of House
and Senate Democratic and Republican leaders and top members of the two judiciary committees in Congress.
Nixon appeared personally in
the White House briefing room
to announce his nomination of
Saxbe, an Ohio Republican who
Is not seeking re-election, as
successor to Elliot Richardson,
who resigned Oct. 20 rather
than follow Nixon's orders to
fire Cox.
The President, without answering questions, then turned
the podium over to acting Atty.
Gen. Robert Bork, who announced that Jaworski would
become special prosecutor to

pursue "the Watergate matter
and related subjects."
Bork said that Jaworski has
been "promised the full cooperation of the executive branch."
Should Jaworski decide that he
needs presidential documents,
Bork said, "there will be no restrictions placed on his freedom
Bork said Jaworski, a confidant of the late President
Lyndon B. Johnson, would have
the same broad mandate which
had been given Cox. In addition, Bork said that Nixon has
given "his personal assurance"
that he will not fire Jaworski
without first consulting with the
specified congressional leaders
and "ascertaining that their
consensus is in accord with his
proposed action."
The firing of Cox after his refusel to abide by Nixon's orders
to drop efforts in court to obtain confidential White House
tapes and documents touched
off a massive controversy and
triggered moves to start impeachment proceedings.

Bey Scout Troop 45 Holds Court
Of Honor at Meeting On Tuesday
Boy Scout Troop 46 held a
Court of Honor at the First
United Methodist Church on
Tuesday at seven p.m.
Scoutmaster James Bogard
introduced Talmadge E.
Fannin, advnecement committeeman, who presented the
awards with the assistance of
Jeff Reed, scribe.
Scouts advancing in rank
were Randy Smotherman, and
Frank Kodman to the rank of
tenderfoot, and John Taylor to
the rank of scout.
Merit badges earned in the
last two months were presented
to the following: Frank Kodman, John Taylor, Jeff Reed,
Craig Wildey, and Harry
canoeing; Chris
Fannin,

Parker, life saving, camping,
and safety; Frank Kodman, pet
care; Harry Fannin, reptile
study; Kent Eversmeyer,
swimming; Craig Wildey,
Frank Kodman, and Kent
Eversmeyer, one mile swim
award.
Following
the
awards
presentition, Scoutmaster
Bogard parised the boys of the
troop for their outstanding job,
at the fall camporee when they
took first place in ptarol events.
Refreshments were served by
the mothers at the close of the
court of honor.
Troop 45 meets each Tuesday,
at 6:30 p.m. at the First United
Methodist Church.

Law Officials Report
Relatively Quiet Night

HALLOWEEN "ALL TRICKS AND NO TREATS" FOR RESCUE SQUAD—Photos above show
"Halloween tricks" for Calloway Co. Fire-Rescue.Top left, firemen Mike Farley and Ron Stout push
over a burning wall and top center, Robert Trenholm puts water to fire which destroyed an old house
belonging to Jackie Tress Smoldering ruins, top right, set fire to another building, lower left, on

property belonging to Gus Roberlaen, Jr. Firemen Ronnie Barnett, Rotwrt Trenholm and Captain
Bernard Steen. in bottom renter photo, refill fire truck from tanker truck So wet down area around
fire on property belonging 1,)Calvilt Compton,lower right.

to the members of the Murray
Jaycees and the Murray State
University Jaycees who helped
in directing traffic for young
trick-or-treaters last night.
Jaycees helping were: Al
Yurcus, Van Waugh, Ted
Maggard, Steve Durbin, Roy
Scott, Ken Lamb,Jerry McCoy,
Jimmy Rickman, Roy Elkins,
Roy Newsome.
JoelticKi.ene,Y..C:110-perkleY,
Mike Willie, Gene Darnall, Ted
Hopkins, William Vance, Rick
Miller', Don "Lovett: Coirrey
Vernon, Carl Dalton, Freddie
Allgood, Dave Bradford, Terry
Brown, Duncan Bushart, Jim
Brown expressed his thanks Bynum, Mike Carr.

Both Sheriff Clyde Steele and
Police Chief James Brown
reported a relatively quiet
Halloween night Wednesday.
Five accidents were reported
Wednesday in Murray, but no
persons were injured, according to police.
One incident of vandalism
was reported by water
superintendent John Trotter,
..who..reported that AdrflOW8
were shot out in a building on
,South Cherry Street.. .
Sheriff Steele reported
several instances of tires being
set on fire around the county.
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Caring For Your New Baby

Riley Reunion Held
At Farmington With
Forty-Nine Present

, A delicious garnish for ham is
peach halves filled with raw
cranberry and orange relish.

* Fri.-Sat.-Sun. *
JOHN WINNE
HP1N-MRREIRET
ROC TROLOR

There IS a time
to disobey- parents
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I'm going to have to disagree with you
on this one Obedience to one's parents is not the highest
and greatest good, net even for a 13-year-old.
Anyone, even a child, is morally obligated to disobey
authority when authority demands something that violates
the conscience. This principle was brought home to me by
my eldest daughter when she was seven, upon her hearing
the story of Abraham and Isaac for the first time. "It's
wrong'to kill," declared my precocious moralist, "and you
should never do what you know is wrong, even if God tells
you to." By the same principle, it is similarly wrong to
refrain from doing good because one has been forbidden to
do it.
Susan's friend, if she is sufficiently courageous, should
tell her mother that she regrets the necessity of being
disobedient, but that she cannot conscientiously be obedient
in this instance. She should then offer to accept whatever
reasonable punishment the mother may care to impose,
and then endure the punishment with as much courtesy and
stoicism as she can muster.
The kind of obedience you advocate for Susan's friend
is qualitatively the same as that of the Nazis who were
"only obeying orders" when they slaughtered Jews. The
attar Involved is not so serious as murder, that's all.
FOOD FOR THOUGHT
-- •
DEAR FOOD: Your letter is more than "food for
thought"—it's an intellectual banquet.
DEAR ABBY: My husband has the women in his office
running errands all over town in his 1973 limousine. When I
tell him it looks bad, he says their own cars are either
falling apart or their gas tanks are empty.
I suggested that he buy a company station wagon and
put the name of his company on the door, and have the
girls run his errands in that. He says. "I'm not letting the
small town gossips run my business just because they have
poisoned your mind about how it looks." I told him I
poisoned my own mind on the subject. Meanwhile, I drive a
small economy car to run my errands.
THE POORER HALF
What do you think about this?
DEAR POORER: I can understand your annoyance at
having your husband's women employees driving his '73
limousine all over town on errands, but there's a better
reason for suggesting he get a company car. It would be a
legitimate company expense—and save gasoline!
DEAR ABBY A mother wrote saying she was "AT
WITS END" because her 30-year-old widowed daughter let
her housekeeping go while she did "useless" things like
writing poetry, planting flowers, taking ballet lessons. And
she dragged her six-year-old son to museums and art exhibits. ("What can a six-year-old learn from an art exhibit?"
she asks.)
I endorse your reply in which you defended the daughter, and would like to add that my parents "dragged" me
to concerts, museums, and art exhibits when I was a todI was awakened one night to "come see the Northern
Lights," and told of the Aurora Borealis. I saw Sousa in
one of his last concerts, and heard Mark Twain in his last
appearance in his native state. I was reading at the age of
four, and soon afterwards my father opened his entire
library to me, showing me how to handle books carefully—
they were precious.
Abby. I bless my parents for showing me the beauty of
the world I continue to find life interesting and exciting. I
am 79.
Three cheers for daughter' MRS. M D IN MISSOURI
Hate to write letters? Send $I to Abigail Vas Bares.
132 Lasky Dr., Beverly FiMs, Cal. 15212, for Abby's bo•klet.
"How to Write Letters for Al Occasions."

"Miss Pre-Teen America"
i I(!

I

I 1 IC k.̀.)
Fri.-Sat.-Sun. 10:45 p.m. - CINEMA 2
Clint Eastwood "JOE KIDD"
SA K
A musicalstory
OF YOUR SANITY. (flewssung
PRAY
bAohnnY
CT ISN'T TRUE!
Cash.

Pageant Is November 25
A pageant for "Miss Pre-Teen
America" for girls, ages 10 to
12, as of December 1, will be
held in Cleveland, Ohio, on
Sunday, November 25.
Girls desiring entry blanks
and further information may
write Miss Pre-Teen America
Pageant, 34775 North Miles
Road, Chagrin Falls, Ohio 44022
or telephone 1-218-248-4277.

Johnny Cash:
The

GOODIE PLACE

Prints by Dr luxe
PC

Aurora, Ky.

'Hummer' Annual Plates
(by W. Goebel)

Limited Edition Porcelai
Plates in Bas Relief
197l-Edition Complete •
1972430.N
1,73432.51

Fine Italian Foods
U.S. 641 SOUTH
PARIS, TENN.
Phone.642-6113.
Luncheon & Dinner Service
Private Dinings Rooms
by Reservation

spoon when you are feeding
This is the twelth aerie& of give him more than 25-30 oz. of him. If you sit behind him as
on
up
fill
him
Let
eighteen articles that will in- formula a day.
you feed him, he can bold onto
form you of and describe some other foods. You can cut his the spoon or your hand and
if
day
a
ounces
16
to
down
normal
rnilk
about
of the things
learn the movements he will use
babies that commonly worry more seems to spoil his appetite to feed himself. It may slow you
parents—telling you what to do for other foods or if he seems to down and make some mesa, but
or not to do about them. They prefer other foods.
he will learn to feed himself
The best way to be sure that
should answer many of your
sooner.
questions about what to expect his diet is nutritious is to be
By the time be is nine or ten
of your new baby, and give sure it contains a wide variety months old, he will be able to
period
simple instructions about of foods. In any two-day
eat most of the things you cook
solving problems that most he should have several servings
for the rest of the family. You
the
of
each
from
parents face during their baby's of food
will still have to mash up some
first year of life. This section of following groups:
of the vegetables and cut the
the series (eight articles in all)
Milk, cheese, cottage cheese, meat fine.
concerns the development of
your child after the first few ice cream.
Fruit and vetetables—at least
weeks when he is visibly
serving of dark green
one
growing every day, developing
a few rudimentary language vegetables.
Meat, fish, poultry, eggs
skills, and becoming more
Bread, crackers, cereal, rice,
mobile. The articles describe
ITEMS PICTURED are some of the articles made by the
various types of "normal" spaghetti
Butter, margarine, cream
members of the Creative Arts Department of the Murray
babies and help you to unWoman's Club to be sold at the bazzar on November 9 and 10 at derstand why your baby (whole or condensed milk).
Candy, cookies, sugar, sweet
Littleton's Store, Mrs. John Farrell left, and Mrs. Palmer behaves the way he does.
desserts, and soft drinks are all
Peterson are co-chairmen of the bazaar held annually by the
FEEDING
department to raise funds for the scholarship the department
Your baby doesn't really need right for occasional treats. But
gives each year.
any food except your breast they have little food value, they
milk or his formula until he is at are bad for his teeth, and they
least 6 months old. But you may spoil his appetite for more
."...49 1.F.DCER& TIMI.;!••
71{RAN
want to get him used to different nutritious foods. Use them only
tastes,
textures and tem- occasionally or forget about
peratures of food before be is them altogether. You can tell if
that old. Whenever you decide a food is not being digested
to start "solids" or spoon-foods, properly if it comes through in
there are a few rules that will his bowel movement. If it does,
chop it finer or use other food&
help you.
When you feed him table
Start slowly. A few spoonfuls
once or twice a day is plenty. foods—foods that you prepare
His main nutrition still comes for the entire family—be sure
from
milk, and the spoon-foods, they don't contain chunks or
Dr. Raymond E. Carter of
and juice are really just stringy material he can choke
water,
was
Murray State University
peanuts or raisins;
ways
you and he play with on (no
that
guest speaker at the meeting of
teach each watch out for strings in celery
and
each
other
the J.N. Williams Chapter of the
and green beans).
other.
United Daughters of the ConEncourage him to fee himself
new food at a
one
just
Try
federacy held on Wednesday,
for "finger foods" such as
day
every
it
feed
and
time,
October 17, at the home of Mrs.
crackers. , bits of bread or
several days.Start with simple,
W.Z. Carter, Olive Street.
lamb, not meat toast, or bits of cheese or meat.
Use
foods.
pure
"Matthew Fontaine Maury,
He will enjoy using his fingers
dinner; rice cereal, not mixed
Pathfinder of the Seas" was the
you will be able to let him
and
fruit
not
applesauce,
cereal;
subject of the talk by Dr. Carter
will feed himself.
foods
New
dessert.
who is an assistant professor of
Let him try drinking from a
sometimes cause vomiting,
the Speech Division of the
or a skin rash. By cup by the time he is 5 or 8
diarrhea,
Comof
Department
starting only ocandnew food months old. Just a little bit in
munications at Murray State
by using the bottom of the cup at first,
every 4 or 5 da
University. His prior teaching
simple foods you will know then increase the amount as he
experience and his doctorate in
which one is to blame. Once he learns to drink more skillfully.
philosophy were at the
eaten a food for 3 or 4 days Encourage him to hold the cup
has
Kansas,
of
University
and it hasn't disagreed with and the bottle as you feed him;
Lawrence.
him, you can use it any time in the sooner he learns, the less
interest in
Dr. Carter's
you will have to help him later
the future without worrying.
vignettes of regionally related
on on.
money
much
spend
Don't
history, though avid, are
Dr. Raymond E. Carter
Let him help you handle the
expensive baby foods. There is
amateur and stern from efforts
that
foods
about
special
to complete and verify familiar Confederacy, and his exile in nothing
sold as baby food except
genalogies.
Mexico and England until the are
they are finely strained.
that
In his talk, Dr. Carter gave United States tovernment exadult applesauce,
Regular
to
ancestry
amnesty
the
general
about
a
tended
facts
many
ground meat,
potatoes,
mashed
and upbringing of Maury. He Confederates in 1868. He then
and often
good
as
just
are
etc.,
said "Maury is seldom given returned to Virginia and acless expensive, as are the
credit for the remarkable things cepted a chair in physics at much
"junior foods."
he did. Few people know that. Virginia Military Institute.
The ready-cooked infant
this quiet, self-educated man, Through Maury's efforts
cereals are much easier to
born in Virginia and reared in Virginia Polytechnic Institute
prepare and they contain iron,
the newly-settled country of was founded as a state
vitamins that are not found
and
was agricultural college.
Tennessee,
Middle
in adult cereals.
Maury died in 1873 and was
reponsible for so much of our
Up to about 6 months, all your
present day knowledge of the buried at Richmond, Va. He
needs may have been
baby's
oceans and the foundation-stone was a truly remarkable man,
met by your nursing or by his
of so many of our modern in- far ahead of his generation in
formula. After 6 months, he
stitutions."
thought and knowledge, said
should get part of his nourishIn 1834 Maury published a Dr. Carter.
ment from other foods. Don't
plan for measuring lunar
The chapter president, Miss
iF YOU ONLY
IF YOU JUST
IF SUDDENLY
opened
the
Nance,
distances. He catalogued
Maude Forrest
HAVE EYES
YOU DEVELOP
BUMPED INTO
stars, and established the best the meeting with the pledge of
A STRANGER..
FOR HER...
SEX APPEAL...
observatory then in the world. allegiance, and the chaplain,
a
in
led
"The
Crossland
published
Hess
he
Abut 1842
Mrs.
Wind and Current Chart of the prayer for the country and its
North Atlantic," the first book People.
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, viceof ita kind to be published. Later
Miss Cindy Steele, bride-elect
he followed up with Charts for president, showed the beautiful
the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Woodbury Banner which was of Jackie Herndon, was honored
the
Oceans.
recently awarded the Murray recently with a luncheon at
James
Mrs.
of
home
lovely
His charts included specific Chapter as being "best alldate on water depths, currents, around chapter in Kentucky" Thurmond, 1206 Olive Street.
The tables were centered with
and wind directions for each and the cash award and letter
of roses in
arrangements
the
month, thus enabling ships, for won for best entry at
the first time, to avoid storm Kentucky Division's Quill Club shades of pink, the chosen
colors of the bride to be. The
areas and to take advantage of breakfast.
individual places were marked
contest
the ocean currents to add speed
Plans for the history
County's with place cards with a bridal
to their voyages.
Calloway
for
Dr. Carter said Maury may elementary school pupils were ring attached to a love knot. The
justly be termed the Father of discussed. Details of the contest place of the honoree was
the Trans-Atlantic Cable, for it were announced in the October marked with a miniature bridal
was he who discovered the 27th issue of the Ledger & bouquet of a white carnation
and red rose buds. The places of
plateau in the Atlantic ()clan Times.
and
Ireland
between
Mrs. Carter, assisted by her the mothers were identically
Hess marked except with pink
Mrs.
Newfoundland, and he who co-hostess,
determined that the cable Crossland, served a luncheon to rosebuds.
Miss Steele was atired in an
should be laid there, and the nineteen members and two
best time of the year for its guests. The large buffet table aqua and white knit suite. Her
Ends TONITE
laying.
was overlaid with a beautiful mother Mrs John C. Steele wore
a
with
black
a
skirt
black
knit
The Murray professor traced hand embroidered linen cloth
tHE ATFZ1 "Jesus Christ Superstar'
the life of Maury from his and both the large table and all and white printed jacket. Mrs.
•
•••' •
•
.•
Revolutionary war ancestors, the small tables in the spacious Wilburn Herndon, mother of the
STARTS TOMORROW FOR 2 WEEK5
through his service with the living room were decorated groom-elect was atired in a
with autumn flowers and fruits beige and brown knit suit.
A delicious luncheon plate
using the Halloween motif,
_N MAES
SATURDAY Pe view
PTAYI5OY
The next meeting will be a was served to the ten people
Ni
PA*A*5RTPWTi
Wednesday, present. Afterwards the
on
coffee
•SIM nua
November 21, at ten a.m. with hostess, Mrs. Thurmond,
FRANCO
Mrs. E.A. Lasseter and Mrs. presented Miss Steele with a
...a.- of ZkITIHE1,11
lovely gift.
Neva Waters as hostesses.

6

7Or and about

Dr. Raymond E. Carter Speaker
At Luncheon Meet of Local UDC

Get Your

FREE

Ticket at

Miss Cindy Steele
Honoree, Luncheon
At Thurmond Home

Cast of
Gourmet Dinners

*Peppe... Marinated Steak -extra thick cut.
*Conio... Chicken in mushroom wine sauce
*Tonio...
*3ilittar.1 .• thic
-ke
.riMers'

Cindy
Queen

Feeding Of The Baby During His
First Six Months Discussed Here

Relatives of the late Wallace
and Rosa Grugett Riley met for
their annual family reunion on
Sunday, October 14, at the
Community of Center at Farmington.
Forty-nine persons enjoyed
the basket dinner. The occasion
also celebrated the birthdays of
Carlin Riley and Mrs. Rayrna
Reed.
Those attending were: Carlin
Riley, Kirksey; Mr. and Mrs.
Parker Reed, Mr. and Mrs.
Rudy Wright, and Mr. and Mrs.
Terry Wright, all of Kirksey
Route One; Mrs. Eunice Edwards, Bernice Lathram, Miss
Eurah Riley, Mrs. Barbara Nell
Brown, John, Judy, and Jill,
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Treas,
Dawn, Jim, and Kim, all of
Mayfield; Mr. and Mrs. E.W.
Riley, Mr. and Mrs. Theron
Riley, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hill
and Kevin, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Riley, Mr. and Mrs. H.E. Trees,
and Mr. and Mrs. Steve Trees,
Tammy and Stephanie, all of
Murray; Weldon T. Riley and
Mr.and Mrs. Bill Overby, all of
Paducah; Mr. and Mrs. G.N.
Ray, Rev. arid Mrs. Charles
Parker, Route Two, Jackson,
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Fritz H.Riley, Route Four, Danville;
Miss Lisa Farmer, Symsonia;
Mr. and Mrs. Max Parker and"
Conrad, Louisville.

Ends TONITE
"FIVE FINGERS
OF DEATFR
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Cindy Mills and Greg Howard Chosen As
Queen And King Of Fall Festival Held
By Student Council At Calloway High
A lot of fun and excitement
took place at Calloway County
High School on Friday night,
October 12, when the Calloway
County
Student
Council
presented their annual fall
festival.
The event started at six p.m.
with Student Council president,
Tim Belcher, announcing the
official beginning.
A band composed of Mike
Grogan, Darrell Gibson, Randy
Barnes, and Jimmy Thurman
provided the opening entertainment.
The Fall Festival King and
Queen were announced as Greg
Howard and Cindy Mills, both
seniors.
Howard, son of Mr. and re.
Billy Paul Howard of Murray
Route Seven, is a member of
FTA and Pep Club, a varsity
basketball player, and a
member of the baseball team.
He is the first king to be chose
for the fall festival.
Miss Mills, daughter of Mrs.
Ruth Mills of Murray Route
Eight, is a member of FHA,
Beta Club, Pep Club, Drill
Team, and is serving as
reporter of the PTA and the
Student Council.
The Battle of the Bands was
held with three bands competing with "The George and
June Gang" composed of Randy
Shelton, Dale Brandon, Lloyd
McClure, Renita Latimer, and
Tina Todd being the winner.
Also competing were "Mod"
composed of Ricky Glover, Glen
Mathis, Jerry White, Steve
Newberry, and Billy Flora; and
"Danger" composed of Richard
Scott, Tommy Keller, Eddie
Clyde Roberts, Barry James,
and Jerry Manard.
Other events that added to the
excitement of the festival were
the contests and races.
The first contest was the Pie
Eating contest with James
Burton and Jimmy Burkeen
tying for first place for eating
the most pie hi one minute. O.B.

Aurora, Ky.

•Wicker Furniture
Victorian Pirraz in
Shelves
Racks
Chairs
Planters
Headboards Tables

Garland was the winner of the
Apple Bobbing contest held on
the steps of the gym.
Races highlighting the
festival were a three legged
race, sack race, toilet paper
race, and wheel barrel race.
First and second place winners
of each race were presented
prizes.
A Tug-of-War between classes
was held with the sophomores
defeating the freshman and the
seniors the juniors. The seniors
were the over-all winners by
defeating both the sophomore
and junior classes.
Special attractions of the
festival were the Haunted
House, the Fortune Teller,
Marrying Sam, Dart Throw,
and a basketball throw, the
latter sponsored by the school
cheerleaders.
A new feature of the festival
was that everyone dressed
"Hillbilly" style and with the
boy and girl looking the best in
their "Hillbilly" clothes chosen
as LH' Abner and Sadie
Hawkins. Steve Cunningham
and Linda McCuiston were
chosen for this honor.
To carry out the theme, the
gym was decorated with corn
bales, and
stalks, hay
miscellaneous decorations
representing Halloween.

Mrs. Thomas Smith was in
charge of the program on theme
of "Prayer" presented at the
October meeting of the United
Methodist Women of the
Coldwater Church held at the
church.
The group sang "Did You
Think To Pray" followed by the
scripture reading by Mrs.
Sherwood Potts and prayer by
Mrs. Bobby Locke.
Mrs. Alma Cooper, Mrs. Gary
Hemline, and Mrs. Roy Clark
gave a discussion on "Prayer."
"Take Time For God" was
the article given by Mrs. Evelyn
Kinsey and "The Three C's"
was by Mrs. Glen Puckett. Rev.
Glen Puckett talked on the
program theme.
Refreshments of cake and
punch were served by the
hostess, Mrs. Thomas Smith, to
the eighteen members present.
The women will meet Monday, November 5, at seven p.m.
at the church.

thiffismtp
SALE

PANTS
Buy One Pair at Regular Price, /
/2 price
1
Get 2nd pair...
1 GROUP 1st QUALITY KNIT

1 TABLE

100%

POLYESTER KNIT

SHIRTS Solid & Fancy
1/2 price
* Sale Thurs., Fri. 8 Sat. *

MART
FASHION
Chestnut

808

753-9640

rerstari
tERKS
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of Mrs. Maurice Christopher at
7:30 p.m. with Mrs. George
Hart in charge of the program.
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BICYCLES
We have a complete line of single, three and ten speed
hikes in stock now with more arriving daily.
We are now starting ow Christmas Lay-A-Way
program where by you come in and pick out a bike and we
will store it until Christmas

We Specialize In Bicycles—
Nothing Else—Call or Come
-4.1.900 _

WORLD FRIENDSHIP CLUB met at the home of Rev. and Mrs. Richard Walker in Murray. Tina
Olson showed slides and movies of Germany and baked two cakes for refreshments. Pictured, left to
right, back row, sitting on steps, Darla Culp, Briensburg, Opal Holland, Murray; second row, Betty
Tsui, Tiawan, Nancy Culp, Biensburg, Tina Olson, Germany; third roe, Hildegard Prather, Germany, Mariana Mora. Ecuador; fourth row, Schlko Ferguson, Japan. Mine Coskuner, Turkey;
standing, sides of steps, Grade Erwin, Kirksey, Ruth Oluokan, Nigeria, Thelma Warford and Bea
Walker, Murray. Not pictured is Grade Holland of Sinking Springs.

Steve Hale was the guest
speaker at the quarterly
meeting of the Blood River
Associational Woman's
Missionary Union held on
Monday, October 22, at the
Grace Baptist Church, Murray.
Mr.Hale, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Hale of Murray,
discussed his mission work in
Hawaii. He spent several weeks
this past summer with Bro.
Lloyd
C'itnell, formerly of
Murray,inMewaii as a summer
missionary.
Special music was by Mrs.
Charles Burkeen and Mrs. Earl
Lee of the Elm Grove Baptist
Church.
The welcome was given by
Mrs. Ortis Guthrie of the host
church and the call to prayer
was by Mrs. Richard Walker of
First Church, Murray.
Mrs. Pete Carlisle of Kirksey,
director, presided. The women
sang "Word of God, Across the
Ages" and Rev. R.J. Burpoe,
pastor of Grace Church, gave
the devotion using the 13th
chapter of First Corinthians,
"The Love Chapter."
from
all
Reports
organizations were given. The
two
of
the
objectives
association, composed of WWI.1
Baptist
organizations in
churches in Calloway and
Marshall Counties, are the wart
with the international students
at Murray State University and
the Baptist Camp at Jonathan
Creek, said Mrs. Carlisle.
One hundred and thirty-one
members were present for the
quarterly meeting.

In Europe At The Theta Department Meet

Mrs.0synelle Williams of the
Public Assistance Office for the
state of Kentucky in Calloway
County was the guest speaker at
the October meeting of the
United Methodist Women of the
Mason's Chapel Church held at
the church.
The speaker acquainted the
women with the work being
done here in Calloway County
by the Public Assistance office
that the average citizen takes
for granted and does not know
about each day.
Mrs. Douglas Shoemaker, a
mesnber of the Mason's Chapel
UMW, said it is wonderful to
have public servants such as
Mrs. Williams and others that
really care and she was glad to
live in America.
Add finely chopped dill pickle
to a mixture of mayonnaise and
sour cream. Serve with fish.

Phone 753-0388

Leftover me pork say be
used In a salad. Cube tit* SSW
and combine It with diceirmiery. grated onion and a little salad dressing. Serve the salad on
lettuce and garnish with tie
restoes.

The Executive Board of the
Murray Woman's Club will
have its luncheon meeting at
11:30 a.m. at the club house.
Lottie Moon Group of the
First Baptist Church will meet
at 8:15 p.m. for a short business
session following the World
Mission Conference at the
church.
Workshop for home health
agencies, sponsored by the
Kentucky League of Nursing,
will be at Barkley Lodge at 8:30
a.m. Mrs. Martha Adams of
Murray is workshop chairman

oppedrine.''
cony.,
diet aids
strongest
—ption
avadowe

JEAN H. BENNETT is now
saleslady with Roberts Realty,
12th and Sycamore Streets. The
former Jean Heasley of
Lexington, Mrs. Bennett earned
her Master of Science degree In
experimental psychology and •
specialist to college teaching
degree from Murray State
University. She is married to
Donald Bennett from Fulton
who now teaches in the
mathematics department at
World Community Day will be &WU. Dr. and Mrs. Bennett are
observed by the Church Women the Murray State cheerleaders'
United at the First Christian sponsor.
Church at 7:30 p.m. All women
of all churches are invited.

Friday;November 2
The Golden Age Club will
have a potluck luncheon in the
social hall of the First United
Methodist Church at 12 noon
with Bryan Tolley, Mrs.
Clarence Horton, Mrs. Hildred
Sharpe, Mrs. Ruby Barnes, and
Miss Erin Montgomery in
charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Byrn showed slides of
points of interest in Germany,
'Austria, Czechslovakia, and
Switzerland. She was introduced by Mrs. Homer Miller,
Theta program chairman for
the year.

Mrs. Williams Is
Speaker At Mason's
Chapel UMW Meet

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Mental Health Center at
seven p.m.

The Murray-Calloway County
Jaycettes will meet at the home
Of Mrs. Jan Emert at 7:30 p.m.

Mrs. James Byrn presented
the program at the meeting of
the Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held on
Monday, October II, at 7:30
p.m.
The speaker gave a most
Informative and interesting talk
and showed slides of her travels
with the Murray
in Europe
State University Choir while
they were on their tour lad
May.

The department chairman,
Mrs. James Martin, presided,
Mrs. James Bym
and the department secretary,
a
the
read
Mrs. Z.C. Enix,
garage sale to be held at a
later date at the home of Miss
minutes ane called the roil.
Reports were given by Mrs
Beth Broach.
Castle Parker on the collection
During the social hour
of S & H green stamps toward refreshments were served by
the purchase of a kidney Mrs. Lloyd Boyd, Mrs. Harold
machine for this area; by Mrs. Beaman, Mrs. N.T. Beale, and
Doris Nance on the finance Mies Beth Broach.
projects including the selling of
Others
present,
not
stationery and note cards by the previously mentioned, were
general club; by Mrs. Martin Mesdames J.B. Burkeen, Cliff
for Mrs. Roy Starks and Campbell, Charles Hale,ROWMrs. Cliff Campbell for the
A.L. Hough, C. W.
hearing project, by Mrs. Lloyd Jones, Frank !Cadman, James.
D. Outland, William Pinkston,
Jacks, sunshine chairman.
A donation for CARE was Gordon Plummer, and Arlie
taken. Plans were discussed for Scott.

TRIM PRINK & INCHES
Nam NHS; Ni STUNK an=
of excess

Loss 10, 20, 30 pounds and more
weight. Appodrine, a remarkable little tablet. contains ono of the strongest diet-aids
available without prescription. start losing
weight very first day. Have the slim, trim
tiore you've always wanted as You follow
this extraordinary, easy slimrning plan.
Entny eating 3 meals and 3 snacks every
day. Don't go Igingry as ugly fat disappears
fast from waist, tummy, thighs, lop, aver)'
where. Appadrine is fully guaranteed, You
losa weight fast starting very first day or
your money back without question.

Please
Vote

Saturday, November 3
Temple Hill Lodge No.276 F &
AM will meet at seven p.m.

STEVE
YARBROUG

Alpha Phi Omega fraternity
will be collecting clothes for the
people of Eastern Kentucky in
the city of Murray from eight
a.m. to 12 noon.

Murray City Council

Word B

Paid for by Mrs. Prue Kelly, Trees, Rep. Women's Club
The BuMec Boys and the
Happy Life Quartet will be
featured in a singing at the
Palestine United Methodist
Church at 7:30 p.m. There is
no admission charge and the
public is invited.

Purchase Area Homemakers Meeting Held
At Murray State With Creason, Speaker
Joe Creason, native of Benton, current featured writer for
the Louisville Courier Journal,
and also author of a new book
just off the press," Joe
Creason's Kentucky," was
introduced to an estimated 300
Homemakers of the Purchase
District by a personal friend
and former Marshall CisinUan,
Dr. Ray Mofield, of Murray
State University, Tuesday
October 23.
Dr. Mofield also welcomed
the Homemakers including
thirty-five from Calloway
County to the University. Stage
decorations were by Mrs Harold
Eversmeyer of Murray.
Mr. Cresson's topic was "The
Kentuckian, A Species That
Needs To Be Preserved."
He urged Homemakers to
never be ashamed or apologetic
for Kentuckians' manner of
using certain words and
phrases, for they are almost
pure ElizabethLan in style.
"Our Kentucky history,
folklore, custom, traditional
superstitions and unique
manner of word of mouth story
telling should be preserved for
our younger generations as a
part of their heritage," he paid.
He even admitted with a grin
that he carried a "buckeye" in
his pocket to ward off bad luck.
"Kentucky's strongest tie,"
he said, "is its' genealogy and
the fact that we are interested
In our neighbor, regardless of
the area inne
Area chairmen gaye short
reports in their respective home
economics field, after which an
nforIattve and attrective style
show was given. The commentary was given by Miss

Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
seven p.m.

Tuesday, November 6
Suzanne Doyle will start a
series of lessons on "Art For
Fun" at the Murray Art Guild at
seven p.m. For information call
753-8250

"Back to School Night" will
be held in Jeffrey gym at
Calloway County High School at
seven p.m. All parents of
Calloway students are urged to
attend.

Mrs. James Byrn Shows Slides Of Travels

The next quarterly meeting
will be on January 23, at ten
a.m. at the Hazel Baptist
Church.

"The Seekers Quartet" from
Sedalia, Mo., will present
special music at West Fork
Baptist Church at the eleven
a.m. worship hour and also at
the homecoming at Kirksey
United Methodist Church later
in the day.

The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 1:30
p.m. with Mesdames E.S.
Ferguson, M.C. Henry, Kenneth
Tucker, Jr., Dick Sykes, and
Max Reed as hostesses.

Ar and abo'ut
Steve Hale Is
Mission Speaker
For Blood River

Spring Creek Baptist Young
Women will meet at the church
at 7:30 p.m.

Monday, November 5
Kathleen Jones Group of the
Joe Creason, colunuilst for
the Courier-Journal, will speak First Baptist Church will meet
at the Calloway County Public In the Euzelian Classroom of the
Library at 7:30 p.m. This is free church at 6:30 p.m.
and open to the public.
licensed Practical Nurses
will have a business meeting in
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 the conference room of the
Order of the Eastern Star will Murray-Calloway County
have a meeting for new officers Hospital at seven p.m.
and members at seven p.m. at
the Masonic Hall.
ChapterM of the P.E.O.
Sisterhood will meet at th home
Xi Alpha Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi will meet at the Ellis
Center at 7:30 p.m.
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Spoke & Pedal Bicycles
511 So. 12th

Thursday, November 1
The Foundational Sunday
School Class of the First Baptist
Church will have a potluck
supper at the home of Mrs.
Edgar Shirley at seven p.m.
----The MSU Women's Society
will have a Fun Snackin' and
games at the SUB Thoroughbred room at 730 p.m.

TOPS No. Kentucky 34,
Murray, will have a bake sale in
front or Robes Department
Store starting at nine a.m.

Fast Print Copy Center
(FORMERLY

A

VALENTINE PRINTING)

onnstOrr OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES, INC

WHILE-YOU -WAIT
PRINTING AND

1 TO 1,000 COPIES
CamerilIFeidy Copy Only.

DUPLICATING

Gospel singing featuring the
church choir, Gospel Aires, and
Cavaliers will be at Shady
Wanette McKee, state clothing Grove Baptist Church at seven
specialist, and area clothing p.m.
chairmen acted as models.
After lunch, the McCracken
County Chorus entertained,
Wranglers Riding Club will
directed by Miss Nancy sponsor a Country Music Show
Ragsdale and accompanied by at Dexter Community Center at
Mrs. H.T. Jerrell.
seven p.m.
Greetings were brought by
Mrs. James Rich, Fort MitSunday, November 4
Homemaker
chell, State
Gospel singing will be held at
secretary, from the Executive
Board, and greetings were also South Pleasant Grove United
extended from the University of
Kentucky Extension Staff by
Dr. Dorothy'Haggard, program
specialist in Home Economics.
County
McCracken
Homemakers acted as hostess
county and the meeting closed
with the group singing in
unison, "Sing Your Way
Home."

50443 MAIN STREET

— PHONE 753-4662
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Editorial

Sensing The News

Budget Proposal

10 Years Ago Today
Approximately five hundred acres burned
yesterday in the Ledbetter Creek area of Kentucky
Lake threatening at least two homes. The fire
started about noon and was finally brought under
control about 6:30 p.m.
Five new members of the Murray Rotary Club
are
John Trotter, Vernon Shown, Ray Parmalee, Loyd
Ramer, and Leonard Arnn.
Pictured today are Joe, John, and Robert Forsee,
known as the 4-C's Combo, who presented a musical
program at Murray High School.
Dr. Van Bogard Dunn, Delaware, Ohio, former
pastor of the Kirksey Methodist Church, will speak
at the homecoming services of the church.

20 Years Ago Today
"Mrs. Pat Hackett counted forty-four "trick or
treaters" that called at her house last night," from
the column, "Seen (Sr Heard Around Murray.
"
Henry L. Waldrop, boatswain's mate seaman
,
USN, is serving aboard the USS New Jersey
which
just returned to Norfolk, Va., after six
months
combat and training duty at Korea.
Boy Scout Troop 45, Norman Hale and 011ie
Adair,
leaders, will meet at the Calloway County
Health
Center to fold Christmas seals.
Roy Weatherly, John Weatherly, Dan Boaz,
Fred
Wilson, and Wayne Ezell, with their counselor,
Hal
Shipley, attended the Fourth Kentucky
Royal
Ambassadors Congress at Georgetown October
30
and 31.
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By Anthony Harrigan

,Reagan's Tax Reform

We Applaud MSU's
Budget careerists at other state colleges and
universities must be gnashing their teeth in consternation at Murray State University. No doubt
they consider the budget proposal approved by the
board of regents last Saturday as blasphemy toward
a time-honored distortion.
Imagine a budget proposal that defies all custom
by requesting only as much money as is actually
needed. Yet the budget document for the 1974-76
biennium submitted to the Kentucky Council on
Public Higher Education by the university does just
that.
While that approach may cause some figurejugglers to drop their pencils in utter disbelief, it will
no doubt elicit hurrahs from taxpayers weary of
unrealistic demands for public money. Most
people—and we are among them—would probably
agree that the strain of inflation at the moment is
more than enough without continuing to subscribe to
the fantasies of traditional budget-making.
Murray State's budget proposal for the fiscal
years of the coming biennium is $20,348,821 for 197475 and $21,198,123 for 1975-76. That includes requests
for state appropriations for the same two years of
$12,985,686 and $13,503,872.
Most revealing is the fact that the total budget for
1974-75 is but a six percent increase over the
$19,248,920 for the current fiscal year. And the
percentage increase from one year to the next in the
upcoming biennium is even less.
For many years the procedure in preparing
budgets for state schools has been simply to figure
the estimated cost of needs, to pad that amount
substantially, and then to hope to get as mUch as the
first estimate of need. Nobody ever fooled anybody.
It has merely been a ridiculous game.
Council guidelines this year instructed state
colleges and universities to abandon the practice in
favor of realistic assessments of money needs.
Murray State did. Early indications have been that
some other schools did not.
Dr. Constantine Curtis, Murray State president,
expressed his view of the new procedure with this
observation:
"I believe the council will function far more effectively when every institution in the state submits
requests on a realistic basis as opposed to asking for
what, at times, appears to be outlandish sums with
the hope of getting a portion of it."
Well stated-and we agree.
Not enough credit can be given to the people at
Murray State directly concerned with the move to
break with the past and to follow a more businesslike
approach. Besides the 10 members of the board and
Dr. Curtis, Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp, vicepresident for administrative affairs, and Charles
Outland, budget director, deserve specific mention.
We applaud them all. Their commitment
to a
sensible but heretofore spurned concept in
the
recurring biennial budget hassle is tangible
evidence of both acumen and intestinal fortitud
e.
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New men on the job

Tape Doctoring Could
Be Detected By Experts
NEW YORK (AP) — The release of the subpoenaed Watergate tapes to the court almost
certainly will set in motion efforts to verify the authenticity
of the recordings. But will a definitive determination be possible?
In many instances tape doctoring probably could be detected, a number of audio experts agree. But there is also
the possibility that tests would
be inconclusive.
Experts can edit a voice in or
out, rearrange words to alter
meaning or dub in a voice
faked by a skillful actor. Rerecorded, the splices no longer
show physically and the ear
cannot detect them.
The real test for the covert
tape doctor is in the laboratory
where his work must evade detection by experts using sophisticated electronic equipment
like a signal arrelators and
sound spectrographs.
Aides to US. District Judge
John Sirica in Washington have
said he probably would hire
such experts to check the tapes
that former special prosecutor
Archibald Cox subpoenaed before he was fired.
Several audio experts said
only a handful of persons were
skilled enough to doctor those
tapes. "And many of the few
there are work for the government itself," one noted.
Hardest to detect would be
the removal of entire conversations from the tape, especially

if the tape was voice actuated.
"It would be almost impossible to detect the removal of
entire conversations by editing
at the points where the recorder had stopped, said experts at
the 3M Co., a major manufacturer of tape.
But "elimination or rearrangement of words of sentences within a . conversation
could probably be detected
through the use of sophisticated
electronic equipment," the 3M
experts said.
Splicing interrupts the magnetic field on the tape and an -r
oscilloscope can detect this
Background noise may offer
another clue to doctoring Periodic sounds like a clock ticking
or an air conditioner running
might be a giveaway, said Joel.
Tall, a Mount Vernon, N.Y.,
manufacturer of tape splicing
equipment and a former sound
technician.
Even if the tick is buried in
background noise, the signal
correlator can be used to hunt
for it, analyze its frequency. If
there is a shift in the sequence
it could mean a splice was
made.
Another indication of doctoring would be a sudden shift in
the speaker's position in relation to the microphone. On a
sound spectropgraph, this
would show up as a change in.'
Intensity.
4.0
This instrument, which takes
pictures known as "voice
prints," can also be used to de-

Funny, Funny World
RESTAURANTS
When Sirio Maccioni, manager of La Foret,
checked the
details of a forthc'oMirig party at the supder
club, he
discovered that one small point has been
overlooked. He became rather agitated, and a colleague finally
told him to
"calm down." "Calm down," he repeated
incredulously,
"don't you know that if you calm down in the
restaurant
business today you're out of business?"
(Leonard Lyons,
New York Post)
Something should be done to make restaurant
pies taste
as good as they look
A friend reports he went to dinner at
a downtown
restaurant and asked the waiter what was
the difference
between the $.5 steak and the $7 steaks.
"With the $7
steak." he was told,"you get a sharp knife."
Some friends of writer Bill Larkin came by his
house the
other night in a camper, picked him up and
drove out to
the beach. There the couple prepared
and served a
sumptuous dinner in their camper. After the
repast, Bill
sighed, "There's a lot to be said for a
restaurant that
makes house calls!"
Up on First Avenue in Harlem there is an
Italian bakery
called Di Prima's which is a favorite with
Italian food
gourmets,and last Saturday in walked
Anthony Quinn. He
explained he had been sent there by
Athony Franciosa,
whose mother lives on E. 115th St. Quinn
wanted 30 rolls.
They were placed in a bag and Quinn was
told that they
would be 9 cents a roll. A chap with
Quinn broke in with:
"Don't you know this is Anthony Quinn?"
The woman at
the counter was unmoved. "The rolls
are still 9 cents
each," she said firmly. (Bob Sylveste
r)

termine if words have been
dubbed in.
Finally, much depends on the
type of equipment used for the
President's secret recordings.
No specific data on this has
been made public.
If the tapes were doctored,
detection would pose a battle
between experts. And, the experts say, it could end in a
draw with no one able to state
unequivocally that there was no
tampering.

If state governments are truly
laboratories in public administration, the most important laboratory of all these
days is the State of California.
In the last few years,
remarkable progress has been
made in California in dealing
with major state problems. And
the state administration, wider
Gov. Ronald Reagan, is attempting the most tmportant
advance of all—long-term
limits on state taxes and
spending.
Already. accomplished is a
overhaul
sign' ant
of
California's welfare system. In
an interview with Human
Events Magazine,Gov. Reagan
pointed out that "today we have
368,800 fewer people on welfare
than when we started the
reform two years ago. And the
savings, over what had been
projected prior to the reforms,
is now in excess of a billion
dollars." And yet these savings
have not been at the expense of
the truly needy and deserving.
"They have had a 30 per cent
increase in their welfare
grants," the Governor reported.
Clearly, if Gov. Reagan's
administration can accomplish
this reform in california, the
mine type of reform should be
instituted nationally.
But what is of special interest,
right now is Gov. Reagan's tai
plan which will be submitted to
the California electorate in a
referendum Nov. 6. This is socalled Proposition I. In brief,
Proposition 1 would-Limit state expenditures to a
declining percentage of the
state's personal income;
Require that revenues in
excess of annual spending
limits be applied to tax
reduction or
refunds to the
taxpayers, unless needed for
emergencies:
Curb the legislature's taxing
power by requiring two-thirds
of simple majority approval of
any new taxes.
In addition, Gel. Reagan is
proposing an immediate 7.5 per
cent cut in state income tax
bills.
This is a very carefully
considered plan developed

under the guidance of Dr.
Milton Friedman, the eminent
University
of
Chicago
economist. The Governor is
making an all-out effort to
explain the plan to the public.
As he has said, "For the first
time in history, we are
promising the people to begin
instantly a series of tax
reductions."
The Reagan plan should be of
interest to Americans in all 50
states. As the taxpayers are
painfully aware these days, the
power to tax is the power to
destroy. Taxation has become
oppressive in America. This is
true of state and local taxation
as well as federal taxation.
More and more burdens are
added each year on the
productive citizens who pay the
bulk of the taxes.
Since the 1930s, politicians
have operated on the thesis of
Harry Hopkins, the New Deal
political mastermind, who
developed the philosophy of
"tax, spend and elect." The
victims in this process are the
energetic, working people who
add to the real wealth of the
nation. The beneficiaries are
those who want to live off their
nation, state and community.
Now Gov. Reagan wants to end
this destructive process. He
wants to institute a pregnim of
continuing tax cuts.
Perhaps the most important

feature of Gov. Reagan's tax
reform plan is the provision for
curbing the legislature's taxpaying power by requiring twothirds instead of a simple
majority for approval of any
new taxes. If this provision
were incorportated in the
constitutions of the 50 states, the
states would enjoy a rapid
recovery in terms of fiscal
health. The taxpayers would g
spared numerous burdens now
unjustly placed on their backs.
The Reagan plan would allow
for ample state expenditures for
necessary programs. But it
would lead to a curtailment of
wasteful, political and prestigeseeking projects that unfairly
deprive citizens of personal
income. The government's
share of personal income—what
it has been taking from the
taxpayer—has been rising
decade after decade. Unless th.
process is reversed, the tip.
payers will find that they art
mere captives of government's
fiscal collection apparatus.
Proposition I in California
offers a reasonable, progressive
way out of a ruinous situation
Proposition 1 points to a
national policy of genuine tax
reform, which means
tax
reduction. Thus taxpaying
citizens in all parts of the
country haves Vital state in the
choice California voters make
in the Nov. 6 referendum.

lstet it The Truth!
By Carl Riblet Jr.
My friend down the road, the old Wyoming cowboy
thinks that the political scientists waste
their words by the million; that they tend to fumble
the simplest explanations of government;
definitions that are well known to every overburdened taxpayer. Government, he explained
to
me, is simply the art of separating the majority
of
citizens from enough money to support the minority
of citizens.
"A government which robs Peter
to pay Paul can always depend on
the support of Paul."
—Bernard Shaw. 1944
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v 78 Series Design
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New Car Whitewall

For eii members of his body, of his flesh, and
of his bones.—Ephesians 5:30.
Identification with Christ is the high privilege of
all who receive Him as their Saviour and Lord.
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Whirlwind

SLACKS

VACUUM CLEANER

16"

Reg. '26.88

VINYL COVERED SEAT'
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Homecoming At
I
Kirksey Sunday
The Kirksey United Methodist
Church will hold its annual
Sunday,
homecoming
November 4, at the church in
Kirksey.
Rev. Charles Yancy, the new
church minister, will speak at
the eleven o'clock morning
services and a basket lunch will
follow during the noon hour in
the social hall of the church.
The afternoon program will
get underway at 1:30 and will be
devoted to singing, featuring
the Hallmark Quartet of
Paducah. The Hallmarks are
seen regularly on WDSR-TV,
Paducah and do extensive
concert work in the area.
Rev. Yancy said be expected
a large crowd and extended a
cordial invitation to the public.

Deaths and Funerald

Mrs. Udell Smith
Dies This Morning
At Local Hospital

Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Chapman

Funeral services for Mrs.
Aaron (Louise) Chapman of
Murray are being held today at
Mrs. Udell (Jenne Lou) ,
1:39 p.m. at the Duke Funeral
Smith of Kirksey Route One
with burial
Home.
died this morning at 3:30 at the to followCentertovrn.
in a cemetery there.
Murray-Calloway County
Mrs. Chapman, age 68, died
Hospital. Her death at the age of
at three p.m. She was
Theaday
illness
extended
an
56 followed
at her home at 200
stricken
due to cystic fibrosis.
Woodlawn, Murray, and was
The deceased was a member pronounced dead on arrival at
of the Kirksey United Methodist the Murray-Calloway County
Church.
Hospital.
Survivors are her husband,
She is survived by her
Udell Smith of Kirksey Route husband, Aaron Chapman, and
One; two daughters, Mrs. one daughter, Dr. Alberta
Janice Winnings and Mrs. Chapman, both of Murray, and
Jackie Carpenter, both of St. one sister, Mrs. Kenneth
Louis, Mo.; one son, Charles Burgess of Centertown.
Smith of Mayfield Route Seven;
The J.H. Churchill Funeral
one sister, Mrs. Adell McGinnis Home had charge of local
St. Louis, Mo.; one ban sister,. arrangements.
Mrs. Darlene Notise of Fort"
Lauderdale, Fla.; two grandPrices of stocks of local inchildren.
furnished
today,
noon
terest at
Funeral services will be held
to the Ledger & Times by I. M Saturday at one p.m. at the
Simon Co. are as follows:
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Newealsar 1,1973
Home, Benton, with Rev. John
12% -1/4
Airco
Jones of Bonus, Term., for94
Am.Motors
merly of Kirksey, officiating.
UNC
s
461
A.T. &T
Burial will be in Mt. Zion
The Wranglers Riding Club
29% +%
Ashland Oil
51% -44 Cemetery. Friends may call at erW sponsor a Country Music
Ford
6214 -14i the funeral home after eleven Show on Saturday, November 3,
Gen. Motors
at seven p.m. at the Dexter
17%-¼ a.m. Friday.
Gen. Tire
The family requests that in Community Center.
4
/
2 +1
/
n1
Goodrich
Featured will be the Smokey
27es -14 lieu of flowers that expressions
Gulf Oil
25 LTNC of sympathy be in form of Hollow Group composed of
Pennwalt
-% contributions to the National Barton Jones, Barry Hale, Bill
Tappan
Cystic Fibrosis Research Starks, Melissa Hale, Mitchell
+ea
36
Quaker Oats
Foundation, in care of Mrs. Ed Hill and Judy Zackery, and
Hendon, Box 186, Murray, Ky., Tommy Bogard and his Band.
42071.
Gospel Singing Planned
The admission is 75 cents for
adults and 25 cents for children
At South Pleasant Grove
under twelve. The concession
stand will open at six p.m. to
The South Pleasant Grove
sell hamburgers, french fries,
United Methodist Church will
hot dogs, corn dogs, homemade
have a gospel singing on SunThe funeral for Mrs. Ora pies, and drinks to those who
day,November 4, at two pon, at
Houston Kimbro Stecksnriner would like to eat supper.
the church.
All singers and listeners are will be held Friday at one p.m.
The public is invited to attend
invited to attend, a church at the chapel of the Max this country music show, acwith
Churchill Funeral Home
spokesman said.
cording to a club spokesman.
Rev. Lynn Walker officiating.
Burial will be in the Barnett
Royal Arc Masons And
Cemetery. Friends may call at
the funeral home after six p.m.
Wives To Attend Event
tonight (Thursday).
Mr.Stetkenriciseiege 71,died
An Roy.FAthI
Tuesday at ten p.m. at Dearwives are invited to a born, Mich. She was the wife of
reception at the Masonic Kenneth Steckenricier who died
Temple on Joe Clifton Drive in two years ago, and the daughter
Saturday, of the late Jake and Josephine
on
Paducah
The Seekers Quartet from
November 3, at 7:30 p.m.
11Cliiirinfa Cilloway County.
Sedalia, Mo., will present
The reception is being
Survivors are two daughters, special music at the eleven a.m.
sponsored by Paducah Chapter Mrs. Gilbert Cunningham of worship services at the West
No. 30 R.A.M. honoring Com- Garden City, Mich., and Mrs. Fork Baptist Church, located at
panion Norman L. Harper, Raymond
of Stella on Highway 121 (Mayfield
Jorgensen
Grand High Priest of Kentucky Dearborn Heights, Mich.; one Road), on Sunday, November 4.
Royal Arch Masons.
brother, Dewey Klmbro of
Members of the quartet are
Murray Route Six; five grandand Jeanne Edwards,
children; two great grand- Jeffrey
son and daughter of Mr. and
children.
Mrs. James V. Edwards of
Sedalia, Mo., and two other
teen-agers from Sedalia.
Shady Grove Church To
They are all members of the
Dr Eugene Quinn, secretary
Singing Saturday
Youth Choir of the Baptist
of the Church Music Depart- Hold
ment of Kentucky Baptist
A gospel singing will be held Church at Sedalia where James
Convention, will conduct a at the Shady Grove Baptist V. Edwards,son of Mrs. Barber
special meeting for directors of Church on Saturday, November Edwards of Sedalia, Mo., and
the late Barber Edwards of
music in small churches on 3, at seven p.m.
Saturday,
and
Friday
Featured at the singing will Kirkaey, known for his gospel
November 2, and 3, at Jonathan be the Shady Grove Youth Singing in this area. Jeffrey and
Creek Baptist Assembly.
Choir, The Gospel Aires, and Jeanne are the grandchildren of
The meeting will open at 6:30 the Cavaliers. The public is Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Waltp.m. Friday and will end on invited, a church spokesman man of Murray Routenne.
— The
- three
.3ctuidsy
—'—fiam 5eaelia,
The quartet
Church Music Department will
by- James - V. Ed-managed
PUPPIES
FREE
furnish the rooms and meals for
sing at the
Puppies, nine weeks old, part wards, will also
all those who have prehomecoming services at the
for
parsons
to
free
are
Spitz,
all
for
is
This
registered.
Kirksey United Methodist
volunteer or part-time direc- pets. For information call 489- Church on Sunday.
2855.
tors.
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100% cotton quilt, Kodel fiber
fill, floral border print, button
, ront, rope belt. In assorted
Sizes 7-15.
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SEWING CHEST

TEMPO
AFGHAN KIT

LADIES
NOVELTY BIKINIS

LADIES
SUEDE PURSES
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8

Mothproof, allergy-free, 44 x 60
washable
inch
afghan in three
fashion colors.

1_1

Sturdy plastic, removable tray, 2 pin
cushions, 30 threadholders, 18 compartments, recessed
handles.

28
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Choose from a
variety of sizes,
colors, styles of
novelty bikinis.
Reg. 93e
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Seekers Quartet To
Sing Here Sunday
At Two Churches

Music Directors To
Hold Meet Friday
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Junior
Cotton Quilted

BAR STOOL

THE HALLMARK Quartet of Paducah will be featured at the homecoming services at the Kirksey
United Methodist Church on Sunday. The group appears on WD/CR-TV,Paducah.
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Wide assortment of polyester
blend tops. Long or short
sleeves, colors or prints,
sizes 40-44. Pants In two
polyester,
styles,
straight or flared legs. Sizes
32-38 in pretty colors.

by Premier Electric
wa Swivel Top

1

Ladies Extra Size

OPS & SLACKS
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Buy during our
sale and save
twice! Now, and
as you sew this
fall!!!
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Reg. to
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A real buy in slightly
irregular dish towels!
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SELF-CLEANING
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Two days
only
More than fourteen wood-working tools in a
smooth finis/led
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wood chest.
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CUTTING
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cutting
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!il
contoured plastic
Large
banana seat has leopard
spots. Rugged wood frame.

FINAL NET
HAIR MIST
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40 x 70 inch portwork ing
able
area, stores in a
12 x 40in. heavy
hangable
duty
plastic. bag.

9-9 Mon.-Sat
14 Sundays

Reg. 1.66
Holds your hair
in place longer
than any other
hair spray!
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This hand-held
dryer has five
styling attachments and two
teimwature settings.

Reg. 24.89

CR,

fl
Model
C4500

Compact, with solid state
design. Wake-to-music control, big clock face. 4"
dynamic speaker.
IG

B,EL AIR:SHOPPING CENTER 7531777
* ACRES OF FREE PARKING *
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

Model SSOS
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CLOCK RADIO
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Model HP3601
This self-cleaning iron .delivers
sprayor extra
steam. Stainless
steel tank, other
features. Sw.'101es todry iron instantly'
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Finley Placed
On Probation

NFL quarterbacks
face rough season
By FRANK MACONIBER
Copley News Service
If you think defensive linemen and linebackers in professional football are rough on
quarterbacks nowadays, hark
back to the early years of professional football when they
were bounty hunters.
The story still going the
rounds of the NFL locker
rooms recalls the time when
actinZ bounties were placed
on the heads of opposingquarterbacks. The money came
from a pot contributed to by
all the defensive players on a
team. The payoff went to the
man who sent the opposing
signal caller to the sidelines.
He had to be out for the rest
of the game or there was no
payoff, so the story goes.
Today there is no such
known organized move to
"get" the opposing quarterback.
Yet some of them are fair
targets, especially those who
run with the ball if no pass receivers are open.
The New York Jets' Joe
Namath, of course, is no runner and wasn't much of one
even before his knees were injured. With most opposing
Linemen it's nothing personal,
but they're out to sideline
Broadway Joe because his
arm is a constant threat.
Ironically, before the JetBaltimore Colt game, Baltimore defensive tackle Joe
Ehrmann half-jokingly said
he wasiaing after Namath.

Wofnen's Volleyball
Team Going For 5
More This Weekend
After winning five matches
this past week and stretching its
record to 13-6, Coach Nan
Ward's
Murray
State
University women's volleyball
team hopes to win five more this
weekend when it plays host to a
nineteam tournament.
The tournament, which is to
be played at the university
school gym and Carr Health
Building, is scheduled to begin
at 6:00 p.m. Friday with the
finals starting at 9:00 Saturday
morning. The following teams
will compete in the tournament:
Bellarmine, Evansville,
Georgetown, Lambuth, Mineral
Area Community College,
Murray, Southwestern at
Memphis, UT—Martin, and
Austin Peay.
The teams will be divided into
three groups with the winner
and runner-up of each group
advancing to the 'A' division
and the third place team
dropping to the 'B'
Last week, Murray's 'B' team
beat Austin Peay 'A' team, 15-12
and 15-13 while the Racer 'A'
team also beat the Govs 15-8 and
15-9. In the same day, Murray
thumped Peabody College, 154
and 15-13.
The Racers also played
Kentucky State Monday night
and won 15-0 and 15-3 while the
'B' team was victorious, 15-2
and 15-8.

Eru-mann didn't get near the
Jet quarterback, but Colt linebacker Stan White did on what
appeared to be a legitimate
blitzing tackle.
Indeed, the entire Colt defensive squad had been "up"
for Namath. As it turned out
the Jets won easily without
him. But his shoulder separation, suffered when White
rolled over Joe, sidelined him
indefinitely and all hat
crushed Weeb Ewbanki'
chances of a successful final
season in pro football.
Some coaches unleash their
defensive players, believing
the 'inn 'em" prep talks push
them up to a fighting pitch before game tune. One of the
quarterbacks who had better
watch out for passing railroad
trains this season is the Chicago Bears' Bobby Douglass,
who actually runs with the
ball more efficiently than he
passes it.
Built like a fullback and just
as fleet of foot as most, Douglass nearly reached the 1,000yard mark in rushing gains
last year. The word went out
among the training camps to
stop Douglass in 1943.
More rugged than Namath,
Bobby krants he's in for a
rough season, but accepts it
as part of his role as a doublethreat quarterback.
Namath always has been
philosophical about his role as
a target of the blitz or individual defensive linemen who
irift through the -Jets' offensive barrier.
He always expects trouble
from his frail knees and has
learned to fall without putting
much pressure on them. But
the shoulder separation had to
come as an unexpectedly
cruel blow, because Joe won't
be able to keep his arm in
shape while the shoulder is
mending.
The San Diego Chargers'
quarterback Johnny Unitas
has played a good part of his
17-year pro career hurting in
one place or another. As a
rookie someone in a Green
Bay uniform kneed him in the
ribs and he played for Baltimore the rest of the season in
a kind of birdcage contraption.
Because of his strong right
passing arm,Johnny has been
-catching it high and-low from
defensive players for years.
The Chargers bought him a
water bed so Unitas could get
a good night's sleep.
They weren't even invented
when Johnny broke into pro
football with the Colts.
Fortunately, a few coaches
are ordering their defensive
players to cool it — that is,
tackle hard but don't get overzealous to the point where
penalties could hurt more
than hard hitting helps.
NFL Commissioner Pete
Rozelle has warned that if unnecessary roughness persists
in the league he and the owners will have to sit down and
figure out something to halt it
— perhaps a system of fines
against continuing roughness
by players, on the theory that
a loss of dollars will hurt more
than a loss of yards.

Drivers Like Concept Of

Charnpji Of Champions Race

METS' RIGHT-HAND (ED I MAN HONORED—Pitcher Tom
Seaver of the New York Mets had these expressions after winning
his second Cy Young Award as the National League's best pitcher, Seaver, U, who once said he would be happy to pitch five
years in the big leagues, now wants to pitch until he is 35.
(AP Wirephoto)

SPORTS UNLIMITED

Golfers get chance
to go straight
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
Distance lends enchantment, it says here, and who
believes this more than the
weekend golfer? Hence, the
runaway popularity of the
carbon graphite shaft for
wood golf clubs.
They are giving golfers
anywhere from 10 to 30 yards
more distance off the tee because the graphite shaft is
lighter, providing a more favorable weight ratio between
shaft and clubhead and guaranteeing faster clubhead
speed at impact. The result:
greater distance in the air and
more roll.
But Robert J. Basso, a Tufts
University engineering graduate who has spent many
years developing tubular
modules for fishing rods, says
that while distance is a gleam
in every golfer's eye, direction is just as important if not
more so.
Great golf courses, he
points out, are famed for their
trouble
pits of sand,
pools of water, hummockdotted barrancas.
"They're fine to look at and
walk by," Basso concedes,
-but no golfer wants to play
out of them."
So Basso has come up with a
new angle for the carbon
graphite shaft — a process
that gives the shaft extremely
high torque, or resistance to
twist during the golf swing.
"With a high-torque shaft,
clubtlead distortion at impact
is minimized to zero," he explains. "The clubhead doesn't

._trees,

twist out of alingment."
What about such nightmares as "toe dribble" or
"heel flub," not to mention
the horrible hook or sinister
slice?
"They are comfortably
eliminated by the high-torque
shaft," Basso replies.
He claims he had found a
new process for melding the
carbon graphite material to
the tapered shaft to eliminate
clubhead twist that still
plagues other graphite shafts.
Of course the process is a
trade secret, known only at
his Carbonite Co. plant in El
Cajon, Calif.
"The idea is to let the golfer
enjoy looking at all the beautiful trouble on golf courses
4 without hitting his ball into
it," Basso grins.
The carbon graphite mate- .
rial used for his clubs, incidentally, is a spinoff from that
developed for U.S. aircraft —
extra strength at less weight
It has been used in some
spacecraft, too.
When pressure-fused, carbon graphite is five times
stronger than steel yet weighs
only a fourth as much.
At 45, Basso, for 11 years,
has been president of a company that has turned out machinery to make tubular products. Before the challenge of a
graphite golf club shaft came
along, he developed superhigh
torque poles for fishing rods.
"The evolution from rods to
'shafts was natural, because
they both are round, tapered
and consist of reinforced materials," he explains.
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ENJOY PALACE FRIED CHICKEN
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753-7992
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Only
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Enough for the whole clan!
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$4.29
Buy All You Want

By BUOYS BRIT
`AP Auto Racing Writer
RIVERSIDE, Calif. (AP) —
Richard Petty said, "I met the
best and I got beat. It's as
simple as that. Under other
conditions, it might have been
different. Who knows?"
The International Race of
Champions at Riverside last
weekend brought together for
the first time under one foremat 12 of the greatest drivers
In the history of motor racing.
Petty, rich from his share of
$1.5 million in prize money,
was one of them.
It was like matching Hank
Aaron, Willie Mays, Johnny
Bench, Willie McCovey and
eight other super hitters together in a home run contest—all
▪ hig the same bat and aiming
at the same left field fence.
The super drivers got behind
the wheels of identical race
cars and they went head-tobead in a trio of match races.
For $75,000 in prize money,
their prestige on the line.
Between them they had won
an incredible 32 national or international championships,over
250 major professional auto
races, and in excess of $7 million in purses.
Helped by a meaningless final Can-Am event of the season, they packed 88,417 people
into the Riverside International
Raceway.
Six of them will go on to a
final race at Daytona Beach,
Fla., Feb. 15—for another $65,000 in prize money—and one of
them will wind up with a nebulous title of champion of
champions.
After the first three races at
Riverside, how did they feel
about the concept, about
matching talents with people
with obviously different professional backgrounds?
"It's fabulous," said Denis
Hulme, twice a world driving

Steelers Not
Interested In
Johnny Unitas
SAN DIEGO (AP) — The
Pittsburgh Steelers, who didn't
want John Unitas in 1955, say
they still don't want him.
The San Diego Chargers, who
bought Unitas from Baltimore
for $130,000 this year and
signed him to a two-year contract reportedly worth 2250,000
a season, offered the 40-yearold quarterback to the Steelers
this week.
The Steelers, who originally
drafted Unitas in 1956 but released him before the season,
replied, "we're not interested,"
a Pittsburgh spokesman said
Wednesday.
Steelers' Vice President Dan
Rooney said Coach Chuck Noll,
a former assistant at Baltimore, turned down a deal for
Unitas even though starter Terry Bradshaw is sidelined by a
shoulder injury and backup
Terry Hanratty has bruised
ribs.
Rooney quoted Noll as saying
Sunday "he was satisfied with
his remaining quarterbacks,
and he said that again at a
press luncheon Monday." After
the call from Chargers executive counsel Ron Mix, Rooney
said, "there was no rchange.In.
Chuck's sentiments."
Since the National Football
League trading deadline has
expired, players can change
clubs only by waivers, in which
teams can enter a claim in reverae order of last year's finish. The new team assumes the
player's current salary.
However, Mix said San Diego
would want more than the $100
waiver price for the NFL's al'time leading passer.
"There is no way we are going to give John Unitas away,"
Mix said. "A very high price
was placed on Unitas." He
didn't name the price.
Unitas, who played a year of
sandlot ball and then signed
with the Colts after his initial
rejection by the Steelers, was
benched by Baltimore at midseason last year, then sold to
the Chargers this, season.
'ifariea ginitieggs
°four games but was bencbscl
midway through a 38-21 loss to
Pittsburgh Oct. 7 and hasn't
played since.

champion and twice a Can-Am
titleholder. "Auto racing is a
show, and -we are hired, and
paid to please the spectators. I
believe we did, and I'd come
back again and again if I were
asked."
"Well, I got beat," Petty
said. "But even had I felt my
cars were equal to the others,
and I don't think they were, I'd
have been outdriven. I just
don't have as much experience
on road courses."
Both Hulme and Petty were
eliminated in the first three

Pro Football
Standings
By The Associated PresS
National Football League
American Conference ....
.
East ...
W. L. .Pct..Pts..OP
Miami
6 1 0 157 17 80
Buff
5 2 0 .714 134 134
N Y
Jets
2 5 0 286 102 146
150
N Eng
2 5 0 28610.
Balt
2 5 0 .286 117 84
.
Central
Pitts
6 1 0 .857 84 90
4 2 I 643 126 113
Cleve
4 3 0 .571 110 101
Cm n
0 7 0 000 104 250
Nous
West
4 2 1 .6.4 132 181
Oak
Denver
3 3 1 SOO 201 166
3
3 1 500 85 9.4
K C
1 5 1 21.1 101 87
5. Diego
National Conference .
East ..
Wash
5 2 0 714 62 83
4 3 0 571 204 139
Dallas
Louts
3 4 0 .129 160 97
5'
2 I 1 .357 57 180
Giants 1 51 214 139 166
N Y
...
Central
7 0 0 1 000 135 8.4
Minn
G Bay
2 3 2 429 72 113
Detroit
2 4 1 357 137 115
Chicago
2 5 0 .286 130 50
West .
.
6 1 0 857 95 107
L.A.
Atlanta
4 30.571 181 91
3 v* 0 .419 138 138
San Fr
New Orl
3 4 0 .429 80 188
Starting Times EST
Monday's Game
Buffalo 23, Kansas City 14
Sunday, Nov. 4
Buffalo at New Orleans, 2
13-m
Chicago at Green Bay, 2 p m
Cincinnati at Dallas, 2 p m
Cleveland at Minnesota, 2
P.m
Denver at St LOuis, 2 p m
Houston at Baltimore, 2 P.m.
Kansas City at San Diego,
m
Los Angeles at Atlanta, 1
pm
New England at Philadelphia,
1 p m
York Giants at Oakland,
4 p m
Miami at New York Jets, 1
P
San Francisco at Detroit,
m
Monday, Nov. 5
Washington at Pittsburgh, 9
pm

rounds and will not be among
the six who go on to Daytona
Beach.
"It's great, and I hope they'll
continue to have the series,"
said Bobby Unser, the USAC
speed merchant who with road
racer George Follmer wound
up with the most points after
the first three races.
Follmer said, "At first, I
thought the strictly oval track
drivers like Petty, David Pearson and A.J. Foyt would be at
womewhat of a disadvantage in
sports cars like the Porsche
Carreras and on road courses
like Riverside. But it turned out
that these guys are hot dogs
anywhere they race and under
any conditions."
Pearson, Foyt and Unser,
with backgrounds on oval
courses, will John Mark Donohue, Peter Revson and Follmer
In the finale at Daytona Beach.
It provides a three-three, ovalroad matchtip.

Tennis Team Places
Third In Meet Here
The Murray State University
women's tennis team placed
third in the first State Intercollegiate Women's Tennis
Tournament held last weekend
on the Murray courts.
Murray's Lois Holmes,
seeded fourth in the state, made
It to the quarterfinals before
getting knocked off by the
University of Kentucky's Terry
Tafel, 6-1, 8-4. That set the
showdown between Miss Tafel,
who was seeded second in the
state and Eastern's Sue Boone,
the state's number one seeded
female college player. Miss
Boone was upset 6-1, 6-3.
Patsy Beauchamp was the
only other Murray player to
make it past the first round.
In the doubles, however, both
Murray teams advanced to the
semi-finals. Holmes and
Beauchamp lost a heartbreaking match to UK's Tafel
and Holly Rentz, 3-6, 6-0, and 7-6
while Racers Janie Ross and
Beverly Thurmond lost to
Eastern's Boone and Kama
Whittington, 6-2, 64. Boone and
Whittington went on to defeat
Tafel and Rentz in the finals 63, 4-6, 8-4.

NEW YORK (AP) — Owner
Charles 0. Finley of the Oakland A's has been put on probation for his conduct during the
World Series, The Associated
Press has learned.
The baseball commissioner's
office confirmed Wednesday
night a report that the Oakland
owner had received the notice
of the probation at the same
time he was hit with a $7,000
fine earlier this week.
Baseball Commissioner Row-'
le Kuhn's letter to Finley notified him of the fine and also
stated:
"I also determine that you
personally shall be placed on
probation until further notice
and warn you that further conduct not in the best interest of
baseball may lead to disciplinary action against you as
provided in Article 1 of the major league agreement."
Article 1 gives the commissioner the power to remove an
owner from a club if he feels it
is in baseball's best interests.
The controversial Oakland
owner was fined for various
misconducts during the recent
Series with the New York Mets.
The most notorious of his escapades was the Mike Andrews
case.
Finley raised the commissioner's ire—and that of many
other parties—when he forced
the veteran Andrews to go on
the disabled list after the second baseman made two costly
errors in the Series' second
game, won by the Mets 10-7 in
12 innings.

"You ain't got enough
insurance!"
Building costs increase
about 12 per cent every 3
years. How much would it
cost to replace your home
or business property? We
Invite you to bring your
insurance to full value at
Murray Insurance Agency.
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It's Time for a Change!
CALLO WAY COUNTY WILL HAVE:
* A New Fiscal Court
* A New City Council
* A New Mayor
* A New University President
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John C. Neubauer
The Independent Candidate for Judge
In Return You Get:
HONESTY - INTEGRITY - BUSINESS EXPERIENCE

Vote for John C. Neubauer
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Paid Political Advertising by lotin C. Neubauer
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Celtics Blast Cavaliers 128-110
In National Basketball Action

AP) — Owner
of the Oakput on probe
uct during the
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By THE ASSOCIATED plum
Tommy Heinsohn gave the
Boston Celtics a mental whipping and they made the Cleveland Cavaliers pay for it.
After being chewed out by
the boss, the Celtics chewed up
the Cavaliers 128-110 in the National Basketball Association
Wednesday night.
"We were sky-high tonight,"
said Reinsohn.
And for good reason. Before
the game, the fiery Boston
coach gave his team an earful
for losing a 102-99 decision to
the Cavs last Sunday.
The Celtics' victory was their
fifth in eight starts and moved
them into a virtual tie with idle
Buffalo for the lead in the
NBA's Atlantic Division.
In the night's other NBA

Murray State To Finish Home
Schedule With APSU Saturday

oner's
Wednesday
the Oakland
ved the notice
at the same
with a $7,000
week.
Bow-to Finley notifine and also

Murray State's Racers stayed
-"aliVe in-the Ohio 'Valley Conference championship race by
edging Eastern Kentucky 21-20
Saturday.
The Racers are 4-1 in the
league and in second place back
of Western Kentucky which is 50 after beating Morehead in its
_ last game. Morehead had been
tied with Murray for second
place until its loss at Western.

that you
be placed on
further notice
t further coninterest of
lead to disagainst you as
le 1 of the ma-

Murray, 6-1 against all opponents, will finish its home
schedule Saturday against
Austin Peay. Road games
remain with Youngstown Nov.
10 and Western Nov. 17.
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Coach Bill Furgerson called
the Murray-Eastern squeaker
"a nightmare but typical of the
games we've played with
Eastern in recent years."
Murray was seemingly in
control with a 14-6 lead in the
fourth quarter when Eastern
blocked a punt which was
recovered for a touchdown and
added a two-point conversion to
tie the score. The Racers then

the commathat of many
he forced
to go on
after the secde two costly
es' second
Mets 10-7 in

drove 73 yards for a touchtliavm
on five—Straight 'WS Cornpietions-by-Tait Pandolfi to go
ahead 21-14. However, Eastern
then scored in five plays but
missed this time on its two-point
conversion.
Pandolfi had one of his best
games of the season, completing 10 of 18 passes for 142
yards and 2 touchdowns. He
also had 33 yards rushing. Don
Clayton had 188 rushing yards
and a touchdown in 22 carries
and has now rushed for 1007
yards in seven games. He has
led college-division teams in
rushing three of the last four
weeks and is only 150 yards
away from a new
Murray
season rushing record.
Clayton suffered bruised ribs
in a pileup late in the game but
is expected to play against
Austin Peay.
Tightend Bill Farrell caught
three passes, including Pandolfi's tie-breaker, and graded
highest of Murray's offensive
linemen with 71 percent. Tackle
Dale Willis graded 70 percent a

Lituri.d.

Charlie ...Carpenter

-- Linebacker Bruce Farris with
13 tackles, 3 assists, and an
interception was Murray's
defensive star for the third
week in a row. He leads the
defense for the season with 63
tackles and M assists. Tackle
Les Stinnett had 6 tackles and 1
assist against Eastern, back
Paul Coltharp had 6 tackles and
back Mark Hickman had 5.
Coltharp also knocked down
Eastern's pass for a two-point
conversion after the Colonels'
last touchdown.
Although Austin Peay is only
1-7 for the season, Furgerson
says the Governors have played
well in all their game and have
had a chance to win most of
them. The Goys led Middle
Tennessee 20-7 at the half but
Iota 23-20. Morehead scored a
late touchdown and a two-point
conversion to beat the Govs 2322. Austin Peay has also given
league-leader Western its
toughest game of the season.
The Goys beat Murray 33-20
last year at Clarksville.

Western-To--Meet Middle For
'Just Another Game' Saturday
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(AP) — Some fans may snicker
when Western Kentucky Coach
Jimmy Feix describes Saturday's meeting with Middle Tennessee as "just another football
Western, in the past three
years under Feix, has lost six
games-three of them at the
hands of the Blue Raiders.
But Feix says it will be the
eighth game of a 10-game
schedule "for us and it doesn't
count any more than our other
games in the Ohio Valley Concference."
; The coach admits he doesn't
blow whether his Hilltoppers,
ranked third nationally in the
college division poll,"are get-

increase
cent every 3
uch would tt
your home
operty? We
bring your
full value at
Agency

ting any more keyed up than
usual for this one. I hope not,
so we can play our normal
game."
A "normal game" for Western, undefeated in seven starts,
has been an offensive output of
36.4 points per outing and a defensive yield of 3.0.
Middle Tennessee will counter with a 2-2 league mark and
a 3-5 record over-all.
On paper, Western looks like
a prohibitive favorite even
though it is the Raiders' homecoming. But Feix points out
that Western was favored in
each of the past three meetings
with Middle Tennessee.
"They seem to have our number," he says. "We just seem

not to play very well against
them, perhaps for a variety of
reasons.
"One of the reasons may be
the fact that this is our fourth
conference game in a row and
by the time you get through
Tennessee Tech, Eastern and
Morehead, you just don't have
much left."
Should Middle Tennessee
manage to knock off Western
for the fourth straight year,
that apparently will be the Hilltoppers only excuse this time.
Three years ago, when the
Raiders beat the Hilltoppers 1713, Feix said his club was
"simply caught sleeping."
The following year, Western
lost 27-13 and some fans
blamed it on the weather which
was cold and rainy.
As for last year's homeley Johnson at quarterback, coming defeat, which saw
Western take a 17-0 halftime
stayed as the total offense and
lead but lose 21-17, Feix takes
passing leaders while Buffalo,
with O.J. Simpson pounding out the blame, explaining he
1,025 yards, remained the runa- "forced the team to play too
conservatively in the second
way running leaders.
half."
The Cleveland Browns and
The weather is expected to be
Miami Dolphins are tied for fair Saturday and although
first in total defense with the Feix may not say it, he doesn't
Pittsburgh Steelers strongest expect the Hilltoppers to be
against the rush and the New "caught sleeping" with a perEngland Patriots best against fect season so close to becomthe pass.
ing a reality.

Rams Fall In NFL Team Sfax
NEW YORK ( AP) — The LAOS
Angeles Rains, shackled last
week by Minnesota in their 10-9
to the unbeaten Vikings,
fell from first to third in National Conference total team offense,National Football League
statistics showed today.
The Dallas Cowboys, despite
being upset by Philadelphia,
moved up from second to first
the Eagles edged from
third to second in the NFC.
The Rains, however, rethe conference's most
potent rushing team and the St.
Louis Cardinals, behind Jim
Hart's four-touchdown performance last Sunday against the
New York Giants, stayed on top
In NFC passing.
In NFC defense, the Barns
remained No. 1 both in total defense and in stopping the rush.
The Atlanta Falcons continued
to be the best against the pass.
In the American Conference,
the Denver Broncos, with Char-

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
The Minnesota North Stars
are in a rut and Coach Jack
Gordon is getting fed up.
"When you're out-shot 14-4 in
the first period," grumbled
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Tigers To Meet
Ft. Campbell
Coming off a 21-7 win over
Russellville last Friday, the
Murray High Tigers will meet
a Ft. Campbell Falcon team
that is looking for its fourth
straight win Saturday at Ft.
Campbell.

O.J. GOES OVER—Buffalo quarterback Joe Fergana,
background, watches 0.J. Simpson roll in for a touchdown from
the Kansas City one-yard line in game at Buffalo, N.Y. Simpson,
No. 32, scored two touchdowns and has noa rushed for over 1,000
yards this season.
(AP Wirephotoi

0. J. Over 1,000 Yard Mark
In Pursuit Of Brown's Record
NEW YORK (AP) — 0.J, is
halfway.
0.J. Simpson, the brilliant
running back of the Buffalo
Bills who set a National Football League record earlier this
year with a 250-yard game, set
another one last Monday night
when ran for 157 yards against
Kansas City.
He thus became the first
player in the history of the
league to surpass 1,000 yards in
seven games.
He has 1,025 in his pursuit of
Jim Brown's 1963 season record
of 1,863 yards. And, of course,
Simpson continues to be the
runaway American Conference
rushing leader. Runner-up Essex Johnson of Cincinnati has
580, 10 more than third-place
Mercury Morris of Miami.
The National Conference
leader, Calvin Hill of Dallas,
has 662 yards for a clear lead
over Minnesota rookie Chuck
Foreman, with 570.
The Passing leaders are Oakland's Ken Stabler in the AFC
and John Hadl of Loa Angeles
in the NFC.
In pass-receiving, Ed Podolak
of Kansas City and Fred Willis
of Houston have 32 catches
apiece to lead the AFC, with
Podolak's worth 264 yards and
Willis' 219.
In the NFC, Harold Carmichael of Philadelphia took over
first place with 38 receptions

for 558 yards, surpassing Washington's Charley Taylor, who
has 36 for 507
Other NFL leaders include
rookie Ray Guy of Oakland, the
No.1 punter with a 45.6-yard average, Bill Thompson of Denver, the top punt returner with
an average carry of 14.1 yards,
Carl Garrett of Chicago with a
34-yard kickoff return average,
Mike Wagner of Puttsburgh
with five interceptions and
place-kicker David Ray of Los
Angeles, the top scorer with 65
points.

The game will be the last
match of the season for the
Tigers and will be played
Saturday afternoon at Ft.
Campbell.
The Falcons are led by
Halfback Mike Perry, who his
scored 42 points this year.
Working off a straight Tformation, the Falcons are
commandeered by alternating
quarterbacks Earl Linton and
Roger Richardson.
Linton scored on an 85 yard
touchdown run last week
against Houston Co. Tenn.,
while Richardson passed for
another 35 yards score. The
Falcons buried Houston 414.
After winning their first game
of the year over Warren East,
the Falcons took four straight
losses, to Trigg, Russellville,
Fulton City and Todd County.
They have since made an
abrupt
turn-around
and
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Gordon AnnouncesTwo-A-Day
Workouts To Shape Up Squad

SAVE MONEY!

POW-ling M,,,
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games, the New York Knick: quarter surge. The Knicks entrimmed the Houston Rockets tered the last quarter with a 75102-91 and the Detroit Pistons 68 lead but opened it up to 19
beat the Seattle SuperSonics points behind their two big
114-107.
guns. Reed led the Knicks with
In the American Basketball 21 points and DeBusschere had
Association, the Denver Rock- 20.
ets beat the New York Nets
Pistons 114, SuperSonlcs 107
107-104; the Kentucky Colonels
Dave Bing and Curtis Rowe
walloped the San Diego Con- combined for 19 points in the,.
quistadors 146-10& and Ilia San final period to help Detroit.beat.
Antonio Sptiii edged the Caro- 'Seattle 114-107. Bing scored NI
lina Cougars 101-99 in overtime. points overall and Rowe had 21
Don Nelson and Don Chaney to power the Piston attack.
sparked Boston to a 17-point
Rockets 107, Nets 104
lead in the first seven minutes
Rookie Mike Green hit a layand the aggressive Celtics went up after a blocked shot to put
on to their easy victory over Denver ahead with 51 seconds
Cleveland.
left and the Rockets held on to
beat New York. The Rockets
Knicks 1112, Rockets 91
rallied from a 16-point deficit in
Dave DeBusschere and Willis the third quarter to snap a
Reed led New York on a fourth- three-game losing streak.
Colonels 140, Conquistadors 105
Kentucky tied an ABA rebounding record and set five
team marks in beating San
Diego 146-105. The Colonels
grabbed a club-record 83
rebounds. Sixty of those were
walloped Webster Co. 43-0,
defensive rebounds to tie a
North Marshall 24-6 and
league record.
Houston Co.
Spars lei, Cougars 99
They also have a valuable
James Was scored six points
asset in an excellent extra-point
in overtime, including the dekicker, Dave Hampton, who has
ciding field goal, to lead San
scored 18 points this year, and
Antonio to a 10149 triumph
one field goal.
over Carolina The Spurs rallied
The Tigers will be looking to
to tie the game at 91-91 at the
improve their worksheet, which
end of regulation play.
now stands at 4-4-1 on the year.

Phone 753-0345
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Gordon after Wednesday
night's 5-0 loss to the Boston
Bruins. "It shows me something ... a lack of desire."
The Stars also have a lack of
victories. Minnesota, the National Hockey League's only
winless club, has gone to the
post II times this year and
come away with five losses and
six ties.
"It was a disgrace," continued Gordon. "If you're not in
shape physically, you're not
mentally prepared."
Gordon promptly announced
two-a-day workouts, starting
Thursday.
In other NHL games, the Buffalo Sabres beat the California
Golden Seals 3-2 and the Pittsburgh Penguins skated to a 1-1
tie with the Montreal Canadiens.
In the World Hockey Association, the Cleveland Crusaders
trimmed the Winnipeg Jets 6-4
and the Quebec Nordiqueis
dumped the Vancouver Blazers
5-1.
Gordon cited the play of
goalie Cesar Maniago as one of
the few bright spots for his
team.
"If Cesar didn't make all
those bloody saves, they would
have hit double figures," said
the coach.
cishree. 3,..fleeki 2
.
Rick Martin scored all three
Buffalo goals and California
managed just 19 shiats on goal,
only four of them in the first
period. The Sabres were making their first appearance since

losing star center Gil Perreault
Sunday with a broken leg.
Penguins 1, Canndiens 1
Peter Mahovlich scored in
the second period for Montreal
and Lowell Macdonald tied it
for Pittsburgh in the third. Canadiens' Coach Scotty Bowman
was unhappy with his team's
performance but he was really
angry with referee Wally Harris. "This guy is a lousy referee. He's afraid to give a penalty in this building," declared
Bowman, speaking of the Montreal Forum. "I'll bet you that
over the past four or five
years, he hasn't called more
than four or five penalties a
game here."
Crusaders 6, Jets 4
Cleveland's Jim Wiste broke
a 4-4 Ue with a power-play goal
from 15 feet out in the final period, and Wayne Hillman added
an 80-footer into an open net
with just 22 seconds left.
Nordines 5, Blazers 1
Jeannot Gilbert, Rejean
Houle and Alain Caron notched
first-period goals and Quebec
coasted to its eighth win
against four losses and no ties.
The victory boosted the Nordiques into first place in the
MIA East.

Smith Named Chairman
- KANSAS- CITY (APE —
Charlie Smith of United' Press
International was re-elected
chairman of the Kansas City
chapter of the Baseball Writers
Association
America
of
Wednesday

4triotv
n_hoine 9V
Service for your hard-working Datsun was never speedier nor more
professional. Our own "Doc Datsun" and his staff of experts will put
your car in top shape, save you money in the long run.

* WINTERIZE YOUR CAR NOW *
Tune-Up for .. . 510's - 610's - 521's & 620's
Points, plugs, condensers, valve adivatment
* Check of hoses, antifreeze, fan belts, battery.
-windshield, wipers, lights and tires.

Tune-Up for 1200 Series
Points, plugs, condensers,
valve adjustment.* Check of
hoses, antifreeze, fan belts,
battery, windshield wipers,
lights and tires.

Reg. '19.50
$ 1700
0 plus tax

Reg. '22.00

$ 11 000

plus tax

Tune-Up for 240Z
Points, plugs, condensers.
valve adjustment. Check of
hoses, antifreeze, fan belts,
battery. , windshield wipers,
lights and tires.

Reg. '25.50
$2100

niff

plus tax

* Any item listed as checked, which needs repair,has an extra charge not quoted in ad

Special Good thru Nov. 10

ss st%•k•

Shop Open Until 5:00 P.M.

Murray Datsun, Inc.
So 12th Street

Phone 753-7114

THE LEDGER & TIMES

Open House Planned Sunday
Instructors and their areas
The newly opened Marshall
- County Vocational School will are: James D. Cothran, coorhave their first open house on dinator; Angela Wilkins,
Sunday, November 4, from two guidance counselor; Jackie
Green and Myrtle Story,
until five p.m,
The school is located in the secretaries; Hal David LamBriensburg-Draffen school pkins, Donald Cleaver, Sandra
Wallace, Esther Ford, all inunder construction.
distributive
Open since August 21, the structors in
Marshall vocational school education; John Ward, auto
presenUy has 230 students from .mechanics; Bobby Barnett,
—Marshall and Lyon eounties— electricity; Ned Pace, welding!,
enrolled in welding, electricity, Clarence Sternberg, auto body
distributive education, business repair; Jack Dunigan, chemical
and
office,
chemical technology; Boyce East,
technology, machine shop, auto machine shop; Leonard Henmechartics, and auto body drickson, custodian.
Short-term instructors are
repair.
Local area adults are also Betty Farris, typing; Karen
enrolled in the night courses of English, shorthand; Jake
electricity, shorthand, and Stafford, horseshoeing.
All citizens of Murray and
horseshoeing. More day and
night classes are being planned. Calloway County are cordially
The faculty of the vocational invited to come visit the Marschool
includes
several shall Co, Vocational School
Calloway Countians and anytime Sunday between two
graduates of Murray State and five p.m., said James D.
Cothran, coordinator.
University.

winning works. "Spectrums,"
for large brass choir and percussion, wan the Thor Johnson
Award in 1952, and "Leipzig
Towers" won the International
Award in 1955

composition for band with
historical narrative presented
! during the university's "Day of
Re-Dedication" ceremonies
Sept. 17, 1972, a Golden Anniversary year observance.

Shahan, a native of Grafton,
Shahan's works have been
published and performed W. Va., has been director of
widely by college and university bands at Murray State since
groups all over the world, and 1957, and frequently acts as
by the armed services' bands. clinician, adjudicator and guest
conductor of bands throughout
"The Fountain Head," a tone the
southeastern states.
poem for concert bands, was
He earned the bachelor's
selected to represent the 13
degreen at
Fairmont State
Southern states by the College
College in West Virginia, the
Band Directors, and was
master's of music at West
presented as representative of
Virginia College in Morgantown
southern schools at the
and the master's of education at •
organization's national conGeorge Peabody College in
vention in Tempe, Ariz.
Nashville. He has also finished
His most recent works include the course work for his doc"Music for the 50th An- torate at the Eastman School of
niversary," a 10-minute Music in Rochester, N.Y.

1 White

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

House Says No Tapes Were Made Of Essential Conversations

WASHINGTON (API — The testify today before U.S. Dis- I cent's counsel, told Sirica a
White House says no tape trirt Judge John P.Sirica.
! four-minute conversation on
-recordings were made of .two
Through all the court fights, June 20 between Nixon and forpresidential conversations Con- high-level statements, and mer Atty. Gen. John N. Mitsidered essential to the Water- eventual agreement by the chell was on a telephone not
gate investigation and it will President to comply with court connected to recorders.
bring witnesses to court to orders, the existence of nine ' And the April 15 conversation
prove it.
tapes sought by Watergate in- between the President and for'pie recordings never existed, vestigators was never ques- mer counsel John W. Dean III
President Nixon's lawyer said tioned.
was "not recorded due to malWednesday.
Deputy press secretary Ger- functioning of the system
Secret Service technician ald L. Warren said at the White adequacy of the system," BuzRaymond C. Zumwalt, who in- House that Nixon had been una- hardt told Sirica.
stalled and serviced the auto- ware until last weekend that
Warrenexplained that extenmatic- reeording--equipment 11T'
specific conversations of June sive conversations and disthe President's offices, Zum- 20, 1972, and April 15, 1973, cussions in ,Nixon's office on
walt's boss and the technician's i were not recorded.
April 14 and 15 — prior to the
assistant, were scheduled to
J. Fred Buzhardt, the Presi- Dean meeting had been record-

ed. But, he said, "when this
conversation took place the
first recorder had run out,
filled up and the alternate
recorder was not activated until the next day, the 16th."
April 15 was a Sunday. Zumwalt testified Wednesday that
the equipment was serviced
only on weekdays and that the
switching system to a second
six-hour reel apparently didn't
work. He said it was the only
failuiT he knew of
The missing iecordingi include what Mitchell told Nixon
in their first reported conversation following the Watergate

Come In And See Why Everybody-Shops At Uncle Jeff's
Little Boys

COVERALLS
Sizes 3 to 7
Reg.
'6.95

Heater
Safety Tip-Over Switch
i!Thermostat control for forced

HARNESS
BOOTS

NI

Sizes 8½-3

----TYLENOL
Sae, fast pain .elief
TABLETS
millions who
can't take aspirin $

for the

Reg. '2.85 Sale

$799

1 68
I

Adjustable

BATTERY SALE

All Steel
Construction
No-Skid

Ironing Table
$547 Folds sftlaortafgoer.

Set Included 4 Qt. $427

Windshield
Washer and
Anti- freeze
Solvent

An Asst of
Styles
Ffom

22 Cup
M irro-Matic
Colormode
Electric

Corn
Popper,, Percoby Mirro
lator
3 Qt $367
Westley's

$35O
Now

Little Boys

GR78-14

SAVE $3

50 Rotr.a
51 Girl's
nickna
52 High c
54 Heroic
55 Artitic
of got
56 Make I
57 Chair

HIGHWAY 641 -MURRAY, K YJIIIIIIIISpme items not exactly as illustratt

Super Speed
Electric

Prices Include Federal Excise Tax
Complete List of Tire Size. Available

Prevent Water Pipe Freeze-Ups
ELECTRIC
\\

HEAT TAPE

Guaranteed 36 Months

GUARANTEE
High Volt•ge owt•na
•tr•ight-througts-the
pecutson cell canner
tore deliver more in,.
"PI it"ting P".'er
then •n oth•rettea
h
identiCAI hat= wi
--t-up-and over
fl'^'
wartors.

Free replacement within 90
days of purchase if battery
prove. defective. After 90 days
we will repdace it with • new
battery if defective, charging
only for tfse period of ownership. Your monthly charges
000001/11 for penes-ship will be computed
,
by dividing the current selling
,...„1..--3--"" price lam trade-in •t the tins*
of return, by the number of
month, of guarantee.

e PiiiiiitrAdide Moditung

Sears Has is Credit Pion
re Suit Your Nowt

Southskit. Shopping
Center
Murray, Ky.
Ph. 7534310

1 Collect
1,00
5 Fruit
8 Propel
through
12 Sea in
13 Perrot:
this
14 Saga'l
15 Vara"

32 Decay
33 Siing.
34 Wrihng
imp*
36 Bishop
hat
38 Man's
nockna
39 Great
41 Perna,
43 Treks
45 Wear*
48 La

ens

691

JR78-15

Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey, I)Minn., called it incredible and
said, -Surely, the President
and his counsel must have
known the situation on these
tapes during all of the discussions with the court and
with the Senate committee. The
public is fed up with this sort of
business."

About
the news
Kentucky
boring sta
campus
University
News M
Saturday,
People
eight ra
television
dicsited
the day of

26 Dort,
28
3}

_
Schick Super It
TWIN BLADE CARTRIDGES
Pack of 5
Reg. '1.19 Sale

HR78-15

Republican Mark 0. Hatfield
of Oregon said the revelation
that "the very tapes that have
been fought over to the brink of
a constitutional confrontation"
don't exist "dramatically escalates the problem of this administration's credibility "

17 119 A,.
subst.
20 Delp,
21
23
24

._,„,...,1
;!... N.
:
7
,-.
. . c. ..„...
'TYLENOL

ER78-I4
FR78-14

break-in of June 20, 1972, and of
what passed between Nixon and
Dean in a meeting in which
Dean said Nixon admitted discussing clemency as part of the
Watergate cover-up
The disclosure brought quick
reaction from senators of both
parties.
"As of this moment, President Nixon has the clear burden of satisfying the American
people that he has been speaking the truth. If he fails in this,
then we are faced with a political crisis of the most
profoundly disturbing proportions," said James L. Buckley.

Model No. 7116
Model 711034" drill
Chuck Key
3 twist drill bits

15-5" sanding discs
1-s" drill arbor
Sturdy carrying case

BUCK & DECKER Model 7100
3/8"
4411*

DRILL
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News Media Appreciation Slated At MSU Saturday

About 75 representatives of the public relations departmen
t
the news media tram West at the university.
Kentucky and three neighBesides Kentucky, guests for,
boring states will be on the the day will represent
news
campus of Murray State media in Tennessee, Illinois
and
University for the fourth annual Missouri
News Media Appreciation Day
M.C. Garrott, director of
Saturday, Nov. 3.
public relations at Murray
People from 12 newspapers, State, called the annual affair,
eight radio stations and one "an opportunity for the
television station have in- university to demonstrate
its
dicated they will be on hand for gratitutde for the splendid
the day of activity planned by cooperation extended to us by

the news media."
Activities planned include an
opening session welcome from
Dr. Constantine W. Curris,
Murray State president, tours of
new Roy Stewart Stadium, a
luncheon, and group attendance
at the football game between
Murray State and Ohio Valley
Conference rival Austin Peay
University of Clarksville, Tenn.
Cal Luther, director of
athletics and head basketball
coed; will be the featured
Answer to YeraaMy's Puzzle -"Ok
ivelleir for a silort fursiiiior
LIBMP 000 U0iiii0
program.
EIM00 0013 ODOM
Garrott and Dwain McIntosh,
UOG NUOMM DOM
director of public information
MQ moo MU MA
WORM 0011MM
on the campus, will share the
OMMO MUM DMU
role of master of ceremonies
WOMO arJa 8040 during the day.
ORD MO NOPUM

News media to be represented
are:
Newspapers - Caldwell
County Times of Princeton,
Ledger and Times of Murray,
Dawson Springs Progress,
6. Help Wanted
15. Articles For Sale
Fulton Daily Leader, CritHUNTERS-CLINTON Shooting WANTED
tenden Press of Marion, Cadiz
EXPERIENCED YOU SAVED and slaved for wall
Preserve is now open for hunting tractor trailer driver. Apply in to wall carpet. Keep
Just Arrived!
Record, Sturgis News, Sunit new with
quail, chukar, and pheasant. person to Mr Waller at Paschall Blue Lustre. Rent
Democrat of Paducah; Herald
electric
Limited
Number
Non-resident hunting license, Truck Lines. "An equal
Ledger of Eddyville, Metropdis
op- shampooer $1.00. Western Auto,
6.5, 13.4 & 15 Cu. ft $5.00, sold on preserve. Located portunity
Planet,
(III.)
Mayfield
home of "Wishing Well Gift
employer."
on Kentucky Highway 123. Three
Messenger and Madisonville
WIZARD
miles east of Clinton. ReserMessenger.
vation only. Willis Hilliard, Route
Radie.atadiona• —WNGO of
Help Wasted ,
RUMMAGE SALE, Saturday,
•"' 3 Box 1, Clinton, Kentucky 42031.
Mayfield, WNBS of Murray,
ACROSS
3 Church
Waitress-apply in persoll November 3, 7:00 a.m. till 2:30
sallgais
WKDZ AM-FM of Cadiz, WNLSX
1 Collection of
4 Conspiracies
/Tom's Pizza Palace aftea p.m. at the American Legion Hall
of Morganfield, WTPR AM-FM
tents
AS OF this date, October 30:1973, rk:00
5 Fondle
405 Maple
p.m.
5 Fruit seed
(20 Party). Men's women's,
Paris,
of
Tenn.,
WPAD
6 feep,ative
of
I
Bobby
Rowlett, New Concord
8 Propel oneself
Phone
Prefix
hildren's, teen's and baby
753-3864
Paducah,
WPKY
F....20.1
AM-FM
through water
of
—
Wag5M
01
1
7 Dance step
1636306:4361636% will no longer be responsible for
12 Sea in Asia
clothing. Maternity wear. Coats,
Princeton, and KYMO of East
8Perspiration
any debts other than my own.
13 Period of
some like new. Toys galore, most
9 Drooped
Prairie, Mo.
time
HAZEL PTC will hold a Trap
WANT FULL time general office like new, would
14 Sagacious
10 Small island
MOW
MORE
make nice
Vacation
15
Stioot, one mile North of Hazel, on
11 Army meal
UM MU OCUO VW
WATER NOTICE!! No deliveries worker. Some accounting Christmas
place
gifts.
Wigs,
16 Lease
Nov.
3,
1973.
Trophies
and
prizes
MMMOV
required.
PIND
000
Send
complete
Expends
resume typewriter, sewing machine.
17
made November 7 through
18 Coniunction
19 Adhesive
MUMON
OMMUO
will
be
VE
given
away.
Shells and November
including education, working Many more
22 Weird
substance
14. Sam Harris.
items too numerous
MOON NEM MIMI
Food will be sold at the site.
20 Detests
23 Man's
experience
and
personal to mention. Be there for fantastic
21 Slave
name
35 Cuddle up
43 Rmgmh
background
P.O.
to
Box 32-P bargains.
23 Top of head
24 Weaken
44 Ern•Iors
A Paducah youth, Ronald road and was
36 Light rain
wrecked. The Ea.*
24 Distress
Murray, Kentucky. "An Equal
46 sol.worm
25 Poem
37 Nerve
Wayne
McGrew,
19,
South
2703
other
signal
wernagers
we
not
innetwork
47 Clan
27 Negatrve
Opportunity Employer."
26 Doctrine
ADVERTISING
OLD WOODEN k.e box Phone
24th is dead as a result of a eared.
38 Band of
19 Dine
29 Anglo Saxon
28 Speck
color
money
DEADLINE
S
50 Soak
753-6354.
Halloween
incident at Lone
State
Pollee'lisen
31 Paid
Walter
10 Domain
30 Scottish
53 Symbol for
notice
Oak, Kentucky, shortly before Smith, Sam Renfrew and State
42 Locations
cap
All
calcium
display
ads, classified
32 Decay
CHEFS.. WORKING chefs to be PLYMOUTH FURY II-1987,
10 p.m. last night. Charged with Police Detective Iris Crawford
318
display
33 Sun god
and
regular
employed
by Kentucky Depart- cubic inch. 1971 Honda 350
his
shooting
Writing
is Clarence L. responded to the call with the
34
display,
must
be
submitted
ment of Parks. Apply in person to Scrambler. Both in good conimplement
Afford, 32, Paducah insurance McCracken County sheriff's
by 12 noon, the day before
36 Bishop's
manager Lake Barkely State dition. Best offer. 7534903.
agent and manager of the Lone department. A warrant was
hat
publication.
Park. Excellent fringe benefits.
38 Man's
Oak Skating Rink,
issued for Alford on charges of
All reader classifieds
110Cknarne
State Police said that malicious shooting and he was
must be submitted by 4
39 Great Lake
YARD SALE,713 Sycamore, 7:00
McGrew and three friends arrested at his home at 1 a.m.
41 Remainder
. m . the day before
a.m.
- 12:00 noon, Saturday,
DUMP
TRUCK
drivers wanted,
43 Tricks
drove through the parting lot at
McGrew was removed to
ublication.
45 Wearies
year around work. Contact Ben November 3. Used clothing,
the skating rink and threw eggs Lourdes Hospital and later
•••••••••••4••••
48 Landed
Nix 753-1372, Murray, Kentucky. men's, women's, and children's,
at the front door of the building. transferred to Western Baptist
at the
handmade gifts and driftwood.
proety.,50
Alford of 923 Avondale in Hospital where he died as a
51 Girl's
nickname
Paducah, the manager at the result of the head WOUIld at 3:17
ELECTROSTATIC
52 High card
$100 REWARD
OFFICE
SEAMSTRESS, PART time,
rink, was standing in the front a.m.
54 Heroic event
copy machine. Phone HopkinFor information leading to
three days a week. Knowledge of
door and allegedly fired two Detective Crawford said as a
55 Artificial alloy
svWe 808-1877 or after 5:00 p.m.
the recovery of a Honda
of gold
sewing machine required. Apply
allots from a pistol. Both shots result of the death the charges
Cadiz 522-8880.
56 Make lace
SL125 stolen from 1103
at Boone's Laundry &'Cleaners,
hit the auto, a convertible and may be amended against
57 Chair
College Courts, Murray,
605 Main.
one shot penetrated the con- Alford. "The gun was recovered
MAGNUS CHORD organ, console
Kentucky
DOWN
vertible top and struck young and other evidence is being
type. Also adding machine.
Call
717-2550.
McGrew, the driver, in the processed by the
1 Cavil
state police lab
WANTED EXPERIENCED body Phone 498-8303.
2 Region
head. The fehicle ran off the in Frankfort," he said.
Dtstr by United eature Srnd he, nc,
man. Rudy's Body Shop, 301 Ash
Street. Phone 753-1277 days or LADY SUNBEAM professional
Special Offer
type hair dryer, 815.00. Almost
753-5175 nights.
MAI( I
OID THE GREAT SQUASH
IT'S AIN3411- LAST N164-1T...
din December 31,1973)
new. Console television, $49.00.
A5K W01.1
EVER SHOW UP?
With the purchase of a
Good condition. Phone 7534057.
TkAT.5
50A4.E71-ItN6?
Goldmaster 66TR-413 or a
Coinmaster
4TR-4B
JEEP, GUNS, beagle puppies,
Mineral-Metal Detector we
cattle rack for short wide bed
are offering at no extra
truck. Phone 753-9773.
charge a handsome custom
I'
Would you like to earn
built carrying case. Value
HEAVY DUTY automatic
$000.00 between now and
„
-e
to $39.50. "You cannot buy
washer, $25.00. Phone 435-5901
Christmas? If so, and you
a better metal detector
can spare 2 hours a day
BLONDIE
than White's." "Enjoy this
WOODEN SLABS. See Tommy.
CALL
HE LIKES l•-• WELL, WHAT
beautiful fall weather with
Thurman,
miles east of
CERTAN PARTS PART DOES HE
ashionTwoTwonty Murray on five
DOES
a family treasure hunt.
Whiskey Ridge.
OF IT
LIKE BEST'
YOUR
For more information or
753-8970
HUSBAND
a free demonstration call
CARPORT SALE, Thursday and
LIKE HIS
Between
2 and 5
your White's Authorised
JOB'7
Friday,
November 1 and
Dealer-Phone 753-1575
November 2,700 South inh Street,
Monday through Saturday.
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Lots of
WANTED
goodies.
Cashier or Waitress
Day
shift Only
0;1
28" GIRLS bicycle, english 3 10:384:11
speed, $25.00. Call 753-7880.
,
Apply in person
er-IIC pi.
LONG JOHN SILVERS
LOST
PRESCRIPTION
LARGE QUANTITY of Birch
S. 12th St.
sunglasses with large brown horn
cabinet doors and drawers. 75;
rims. Phone 753-6023.
2:00-4:00
THE PHANTOM
cents each. May be seen at 1800 *.,!
Dr. R.B. Barton, assistant
Keenland.
professor of management at
5H00 Wanted,
FULL TIME or part time-college
Murray State University, has
students, average $87.50 for 20 YARD SALE, held at 1002 Olive
been invited to participate in
hours work. See Mr. Gough,6:00 - Street, Saturday 3 Nov. 1973, 6
the Southern Management
8:00 p.m. or 10:30 am. Saturday a.m. until everything sold.
Association meeting in Houston
Proceeds to go to Lions Club
at Regal 8.
Texas, Nov. 3-10
telethon. Sponsored by Alpha
He will discuss a paper enCake
Kappa Psi, Little Sisters.
titled
"Dimensions
of
WANTED LONG distance truck
Organization
Structure:
driver. Must have experience.
POOL TABLES-'4 price sale,
S-11:WES
Stability and Change Patterns
Phone
436-2252.
Apply In Person
while they last. 44", regular
1951-1969."
.06, now only $12.43. 80",
Barton, who joined the
DEPENDABLE MAN wanted at
regular
$49.80, now only $24.80.
Murray
State
faculty
in
1966,
NEIGHBORS
.
SOME
fl twom .4e55.445i
AND
X-Cel gas station to work
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
recently completed work on the
PEACHED 711E Pm4Y7pm..
.77a Artss46./11./
weekends and part time. Prefer
ntucky.
Ph. D. degree in business L
South 12th St.
older or retired man. Apply at
BEATLE BAILEY
administration
at
the
40$ Sycamore or phone 753-9039.
CREOSOTE POLES,8' to 20' and
University of Arkansas.
WHY,
11-IE
e:We4111M
W1111~1\1
141011
.11gret--- ----r?-- -yea-,.
treated fence posts. Murray "z
READY FOR
WHAT
DEDICATION OF
r
HELP WANTED
W.
CEREMONY
Want
To
Buy
THE C-EREMOsr/
Lumber Company, 104 Maple'
ft
TgE INFANTRY
:
I4AT
:
TRA
7°
1VT°
,AL.
41T
E. :P
I. T4Ag
We are expanding our sales.
f
T1-115 AFTERNocN,
Street.
/rW4EUAI\ AND
SIR?
orce and need good sales men, WANT TO BUY 60 acres or more
TgE
HALL
nd women in this area.
di of tillable land with or without
OF FAME
CARPORT SALE, Saturday,
0 With assets in excess of $5002 house. Phone 762-2557.
.••
November 3, 1111 Sycamore. •
• State Sen. Tom Easterly of 'Million, our national company r
Children's clothes, sizes 3, 4, 5, 8.
Frankfort, a member of the Os greatly expanding its sales$ WANT TO BUY 28" modified
Ladies' sizes 12, 14, 18. Men's size
0
legal department of the Ken- force. We urgently need good4 barrel for 100 Remington 12
P1 gauge shotgun. Phone 753-3570 or medium.
tucky AFL-CIO, will be the drepresentatives who can,
guest speaker for a Seminar in 2preduce results. But we willt 753-6602.
Personnel and Industrial train people with potential.,
Relations at Murray State 'sales ability.
,
/I 1 WILL be buying all kinds of furs Check Price and Quality
You can earn up to $200 top again this season. Thanks for last
University Tuesday, Nov. 6.
before buying your
' Scheduled at 6 p.m. in the $.300 a week to start and go on year's business. Highway 641
_NANCY_
up from there. Annual ear-0 South, 2 miles from shopping
faculty
lounge
of
the
Business
--11-Alwe•C AUSIVP1,1_410Building on the campus, the Onings of $15,000 to $25,000 and0 center, Murray, Kentucky.
f I TOLD YOU
ANYTHING
presentation by Easterly, a more are not unusual.
Douglas Shoemaker, Phone 753PREFE
R
I
TO OBLIGE
DO YOU LIKE
No canvasing qualified 3375.
member of the Kentucky Labor
WATER
MELON
_)
MELON
?
THE
Council, is entitled "The Case leads are furnished.
We Sell at Wholesale
dCall or Write...
for Strong Unions."
APPROXIMATELY lo acres,
Alexander
•-•
Leonard
Smith,
executive
Prices
non
tillable land, five or six miles
••
secretary of the Kentucky 2Bakers Life & Casuality Co. from Murray. Phone 492-8837
Labor Council in Louisville, will 21200 Broadway
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
accompany Easterly and sPadocah, Ky.
Central Shopping Center
participate in a discussion t42001
15.
Articles
For
Sale
PhOpe
443-1192
following the presentation.
753-5865
equal opportunity BE GENTLE,
Dr.Roy Kirk,chairman of the
rot -I
be kind, to that
department of management at :ECompany"
expensive carpet,clean with Blue
Murray State, said anyone
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
LIL' ABNER
Aeowel
eimamm
isma.
interested in the topic is invited
$1.00.
Big K, Belaire Shopping
NATCNERI-si AN LaJES AN'\_
)NEST ABE
to attend the seminar.
SAT., NOV. 3
-So Ai4 -rsot_PrBRYANT ELECTRIC Co. is Center.
RF_SPEO.
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ME
SENT SUM TM'
WitATI4APP1114WD
accepting applications for
8:00 Lm.
WONDIFUL
RED-BLOODED
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AS
PITCHER!
!
> TO YORE
PITCHER
AMERICAN,ON ACCOUNT HE
Licensed Practical Nurses Electrical Mechanics. Apply at NO REGRET,the best yet; Blue
1111
If
MAPtlitlIkGef.
job site, Fisher Price Plant, off Lustre
SAVED Mr COUNTRY
O JOHN
cleans
carpets
1.1C1104511.?
WAYNE
N EV'FLY WAR!!
Hwy. 121, Murray Kentucky. An beautifully. Rent electric
Plan
Business
Meet
Monday
ON TH.
Equal Opportunity Employer. shampooer $1.00. Kwik-Pik THREE PIECE bedroom suite.
,
BACKThe Licensed Practical
Market, Five Points.
Also little girl's clothes size 2, 3
U.•
Pursgs will meet Monday, CHRISTMAS ISN'T that far
and 4. Phone 438.5439.
November 5, at seven p.n. at avily1'lief Aitin hell)'yisiknike MOBILE HOMES -onderpenned
the _conference room of the holiday_ money. As an Avon Phone 753-3938 or 753-5481.
LOOKING FOR an unusual OW
Murray-Calloway County Representative, you can earn
Give an art piece sculptured by WWFOUR
trailer
WHEEL
haul
to
extra .cash-and it's easy and
Hospital.
nature; varnished and hand
Mrs.
Hendon, fun! Call or writ‘ Glenda Duke, car. Has brakes, lights, chrome polished driftwood with assorted
Audrey
••>rr,,
President, urges all LPN's to P.O. Box 3247i Paducah, Ky. wheels and new paint. Phone 753- decorations. Phone 753-2415 or
--00•
8428
attend this business meeting. 42001,443-3366. lk
see at 1628 Farmer Ave

Crossword Puzzle
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FREEZERS
Western Auto

Lone Oak Youth Killed
In Halloween Shooting

Queenie
Bee
Matinee
Saturday
1 til 3
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PUMPKIN!!!
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We Need
Christmas Help

Dr. Barton To
Participate In
Management Meeting

Help Wanted
WAITRESS
and COOK

Jerry's Restaurant

Sen. Easterly To
Speak At Seminar
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16. Home Furnishings

des R* Sale

32 Apartments For Rent

122. Musk*

41. Public Sales

41.Public Sales

41. Public Sales

FOR SALE

Auction Service, again. He buys as a hobby and
FURNISHED APARTMENT, houses north of old Faxon. Turn Chester di Miller
BY OWNER
Pays To stores away, but must have room
8140.00. Unfurnished 8120.00 off of Highway 94 east at Led- Lynn Grove, 435-4042. "It
Four bedroom brick house
Way." now.(no dealer). WW offer plug
Miller
&
Chester
follow
Sell
The
and
Road
Church
better
Located at Embassy Aparton deep lot. Two baths,
Friday night, November 9, tobacco cutter, victrola, globe
ments. Available now. Phone 753- signs
living room, dining room,
a 3 hour antique and other lamps, broad ax,
4331.
November 8C Will sell a large lot of furniture, there will bemile
west of Lynn pistol, muzzle loader and other
large paneled den with
appliances, glass, china and auction, 1,4
at
starting
fireplace,
kitchen, with lots
shotguns,
coffee
mill,
primitive
Highway
94,
Grove
on
tools,
shop
some
antique items,
of cabinets, full basement.
tools, harness with brass knobs,
scam% Items ara7.-goye ansi 6:39,p.m.. Lots of.food collector's
Located at 512 Broad.
cast, coppeilron, brass pieces,
roo refrigerator, living room, dining items and glass.
Cash Price $20,000.00
with bath and refrigerator, room and bedroom suites, old Saturday, November 10, there initial silver pitcher, sugar and
Phone 753-3953
private entrance. Als4 adjustable rocker, quilts, buffet and bureau, will be another good antique creamer, ice, nail and coal tongs,
dress form for sale Phone 753- chest of drawers and trunks, old auction at Uncle Andy "Doc" kettles, dog Irons, occupied
1394.
picture frames, fancy lamps, Mathis' home, one mile south of Japan pieces, bells, stereotype
ON KENTUCKY LAKE
some old dolls, coffee and end Farmington, Kentucky, starting and views, butter dishes, alacidin
If you'd like a beautiful
lamp, depression, red, blue, clear
tables, radio, and T.V. number 2 at 10:00 a.m.
34. Houses For Rent
lake lot, year round home,
glassware,
odd
trunks,
all
nd
of
glass
good
dinner bell,
or just a summer cottage
FURNISHED THREE bedroom descriptions. Will have a battery ANTIQUE AUCTION, Saturday, phone parts, pocket knives, and
on our lovely Jonathan
house, near university. Ideal for 3 charger, corn sheller, *ash November 3, 10:00 a.m. on High- razors, glass dog, Coca Cola tray,
('reek-Call or write for
to 4 college students. Deposit kettles,
stock way 121 between Murray and hat pins, toys, old fans, books, in
automatic
our brochures.
cLEARANcE
SE-sewing KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest required. Phone 436-5598
Mayfield,
Kentucky,
in
town
of
fact
has
it.
you name it, he
waterers, milk cans, two 8' x 10'
Ruth Ryan, Real Estate
machines. Brother heavy duty, Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
hog houses, skill saw and electric Farmington and one block south Possibly wash stand and other
Located In Aurora
full size model number 1381, 13th Street. "Every day you HOUSE, COUPLES
only. motors, fishing boat and motor, of cafe at Mr. Carnie Pierce old pieces.
PO Box 202A, Route 5
Regular $79.95, now only $44.97,'delay lets bugs have their way." Located in Kirksey. No pets large coal stove, too many good home.
Lunch
available.
Not
Benton, Ky. 42025
Heavy duty zig lag, model 621,
please. $75.00 per month. Phone items to list and describe Mr. Pierce is not selling out, responsible for accidents.
only,
FOR THE best in pest control
Regular $99.95, no
,
5024544500
Benton 527-7878.
but
Douglas
Shoemaker
in
hopes
to
charge
of
sell
at
least
15000
separately.
Res. 354-8538
Deluxe zig zag model number service and termite control call
phone pieces to give room to start sale. Phone Murray 753-3375
information
For
•6-5/8 pounds, without
751, regular $159.95, now only Superior Exterminating Com- THREE BEDROOM house,
TFC'
bar and chain
$114.37. Roby Sales, Highway 68, pany. 753-7266.
saserAmiessee*it
living room, two baths, family
•Double insulated
Benton, Kentucky.
room and kitchen with stove and
•Felts trees up to 20garbage disposal-, carpeted
•Unbraair abie housing
FALL FENCE sale, now through throughout, utility room with
•Hard-tipped bar
November 26. For free estimate washer and dryer hook-up cenNobody Knows Murray
Calloway County Like
,11 Larry Lyles at seam 753_ tral heat and air. Shown by apBASS BOAT, 15' fiberglass, Pro 0
*Instant starting Just
Model-1972,
65
H.P.
Mercury,
2310.
753pointrnent. Phone 753-2275 or
plug it in,
trolling motor. Phone 753-9487.
1323 before 4:00 p.m. "
•Super powered
BATTERIES $8.95 to $14.96. Any
dynamicalty balancod
2 H.P. motor, 5200 f P.M.
discount to dealers. Atomic HOUSE NEAR Coldwater on
car,
14' BOAT, V-Bottom Polar Craft
Batteries, 401 North 4th. Murray Hwy. 121, 3 bedrooms, bath,
•visual chain oil
with 9 H. P. Johnson, motor,
November 5C garage, electric heat. Call 489Neal indicator
753-8572.
Moody trailer, trolling motor and
2596.
•Non-slip grip handle
,gas tanks, $450.00. Phone 7538500.
SIX ROOM house, furnished,
0
A BUSINESS without a sign is a
$100.00
per
month.
Phone
753Sign
Hanna
'gn of no business.
TFC 4331.
Company,753-8346
ORGAN--CUSTOM stereophonic
opti,gon, plus books and discs. N.
lessons needed. A child can play.
SaieS
Like new. $375.00. Phone 75$41311. MUST SELL 1972 mobile home, POLLED HEREFORD bull,
three years old. Phone 4384454.
12' x 60', two bedrooms, furnished
FENDER TWIN reverb guitar or unfurnished. Owner moving
BRED HAMPSHIRE gilts,
amplifier. Phone Hopkinsville from area. Phone 7534744.
registered hampshire boars. Also
ACREAGE
HOMES
696-1877 or after 5:00 pin. Cadiz
corn fed butcher hogs. Phone 753572-8660.
1971 ATLANTIC mobile home, 1348 or 753-9390.
10 ACRES large frontage on 94 business property. Great
HOME WITH THAT "cared for feeling." Three bedrooms, 2
two bedrooms, all gas. Priced to
potential.
all
cabinets,
storage
Nice
fireplace.
full baths, den with
RANDALL 100 watt solid state sell. Phone 753-7907.
10 WEANING Pigs, 2 sows,
electric kitchen, finest appliances, carpted and drapes, 2 car
guitar
amplifier.
Phone
FARM
coming second litter, to pig in
garage, large patio. Excellent location.
Hopkinsville 886-1877 or after
4924360.
Call
weeks.
our
5:00 p.m. Cadiz 522-8680.
CLOSE TO CITY LIMITS-57 acres with plans for subCLEANED UP,FIXED UP AND READY for a small family
division--city utilities available.
with small income. 404 S. 9th Street has 2 bedrooms, living
large
straw,
WHEAT
GOLDEN
trailer
at
1101
TWO
BEDROOM
RANDALL MARK II guitar
and dining area kitchen and bath for only $10,750.00.
492-8310.
Phone
Chestnut St
bake.
Poplar.
Phone
753-1778
amplifier, 100 watt. Phone
641 SOUTH IS THE LOCATION of 80 acres of thefinest crop
753-2571 6328 llopkinsville 886-1877 or after 5:00
land. 2 tobacco barns, stock barn and frame house. Now is
distance to shopping on S.
WALKING
WITHIN
LOT
LARGE
TWO BEDROOM trailer, $55.6.
p.m. Cadiz 522-1060.
the time to invest for next seasons crop.
11
/
2 bath, brick home in good
bedrooms,
has
3
Street,
12th
per month. Four miles out 94
MUST this is for you!
is
a
convenience
condition.
If
MONTH
old
Chihuahua
FOUR
LESS THAN 2 MILES from city limits in excellent location,
RANDALL PA systems. Phone East. Prefer college students.
puppy, house broken, $50.00.
30 acres with 4 bedroom brick home. Land is completely
Hopkinsville 886-1877 or after 5-00 Phone 7534846 or after 3:00 p.m.
Take
a
income?
modest
have
NEED ROOM TO LIVE but
Phone 4354465.
WESTINGHOUSE 30" white
753-9056
fenced and good stock barn.
p.m. Cadiz 522-8660.
look at this charming home on South 11th. 4 bedrooms, large
slightly used electric stove, glass,
small rental property in
basement
and
kitchen,
den
and
front and wood grain handles.
APPROXIMATELY 2 ACRES on Van Cleave Road. Perfect
SINGLE NECK 10 string Sho-Bud MOBILE HOMES-one 10' x 50' RABBIT DOGS, two and three
back
753-2991 or 753-064tafter 5:00.
building site with well and septic system already installed.
pedal steel guitar, 6 pedals, one all electric, private lot, $70.00 per year olds, trained and ready for
knee lever with case. Phone month. One 8' x 40', $46.00 per hinting. Phone 753-1277 days or
NO. 17th OFF MAIN. Large house in need of repair and
F1UGIDAIRE 30" stove, $180.00; Hopkinsville 886-1877 or after 5;00 month. Phone 489-2595.
30 ACRES BORDERING TVA property on Hopper Cemetery
753-6175 nights.
family to fill IL Could be used as rental property.
18' x 8' carpet, $18.00; studio bed, p.m. Cadiz 522-81160.
Road, $8,500.00.
$10.00; metal bed with mattress,
OLDER HOMES HAVE CHARM. This well cared for home
THREE HOUSE trailers on
$15.00; two 6' porch shades, $4.00 eiANO 'IUNING-repairALMO COMMUNITY-70 acres with 3 bedroom house in
on Elm near the hospital has all the space most families need
Blood River Subdivision. Electric
each; 2 pair cafe curtains, $4.00; rebuilding. Prompt. expert serCHICKENS, DUCKS, Guineas,
liveable condition. Call for an appointment today!
in quiet neighborhood near schools. Under $20,000.00.
heat and air conditioning.
1 pair drapes 120" x 64", $3.00; vice. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
young and old. Large selection.
Private lots. One $35.00 per
built-in dishwasher, 620.00 Phone W. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky.
Phone Hubert Alexander',
ON ROUTE 641 SOUTH 14 acres owner will finance.
LARGE AND SPACIOUS describes this home on No. 20th.
month and two for $80.00 per
753-7681.
$20,0013.00.
TFC month. Phone 436-2477 after 7:00 Sedalia, Kentucky 328-8563
Phone 753-8911.
Every room is oversized with storage and closets galore.
Must be seen to really appreciate-call today for an app.m.
80 ACRES IN PROTEMUS COMMUNITY. Recent impointment.
provements. All land can be cropped.
wooded
BETWEEN STELLA AND KIRKSEY on excellent
FOX MEADOWS and Coach HOUSEHOLD AUCTION,
Inv Get A CqUai
lot, home with 3 bedrooms,2 baths, large utility, kitchen and
Estates Mobile Home Parks. Saturday, November 3, 10:00
BROOKS CHAPEL ROAD, 143 acres top land. Burley base
I
living area. Has extra large garage in use now as clean-up
Small parks. Superior ac- a.m., rain or shine at late Mrs.
Good shape and being improved. $40,000.00.
shop.
commodations. Residential area. Harley Hale hcane, 403 Elm
South 16th Street, 753-3855.
Street in Murray, Kentucky. -NORTHWEST OF KIRKSEY on Old Chester Road, 100 acres
READY FOR NEW OCCUPANTS in Kingswood Subdivision.
ready for spring. Could be the investment of your lifetime'
This is a good sale; electric
10% OFF on All New Kirby Vacuums!
bedrooms,
2
offers
3
good
repair
home
in
Well built, clean
apartment
size
stove,
baths, large kitchen-den combination, central heat and air
Extra low prices on all trade-ins in stock.
HIGHWAY 121 SOUTH,60 acres with highway frontage short
refrigerator, bed, living and
and garage. Can all this be available for less than $26,000.007
distance from Murray. $22,500.00.
FURNISHED APARTMENT, dining room furniture, quilts,
Trade in your present machine for up to
one bedroom, air conditioned, 21,*2 spreads and blankets, kitchen
miles
QUIET LIVING in a home everyone can afford only 2
LOS
miles out on 121. Couple or single cabinet, wood cabinet, a five
$75.00 on a new Kirby and finance it with no
/
2 acres. 2 bedroom home in good confrom city limits on 11
door
and
mirror
drawer,
two
boy. Phone 753-3139 or 753-4064.
$8,600.00.
down payment
only
dition,
CHOICE LOTS in Kingswood, Gatesboro, Grove Heights,
piece, couch makes a bed, pie
Call 753-0359 day or night or come by our
Sherwood. Forrest, Tr -City, Richland, Ky. Lake DevelopCOUNTRY CHARM only seconds out of Murray on. Lynn
ONE BEDROOM apartment. safe, trunk, chairs, brass cast
ment, Lakeway Shores.
new office at 500 Maple St. and see Mike
Grove Highway. Brick home with central heat and air.
Also two bedroom trailers. Phone and aluminum ware, beautiful
hand work, 59 pairs of salt and
Entire home in excellent condition on over 2 acres of wooded
Hutchens or Bob Bryar." Over 300 Customers
753-4017
ON CORNER OF NO. 16th and OLIVE excellent lot with
peppers, cookie jar and other
land.
-Served in the Past Year."
business potential. Size and price available with a call. to
TWO BEDROOM furnished depression pieces, vinegar cruit,
Tucker's.
attractive
older
home
at
ANITCOzY
describes
this
NEAT
tooth
pick
holders,
colored
glass,
apartment, electric heat, air
the corner of 13th and Poplar. More space than you realize
conditioned. To married couple china, aladdin lamp, dough tray,
with full basement and finished second story. Call today for
with or without one child. No pen and board, cast iron
APARTMENTS
an appointment.
pets. Lowell King, 1103 elephant, knitting needles, stone
spittoon and pitcher, doll, honey
Sycamore.
LARGE LOT WITH EXCEPTIONAL HOUSE on Concord
ON MAIN STREET student occupied apartrnenfit fully
stands, pictures, yard furniture
If your needs include a 2 or 3 bedroom house close
Highway.
rented.
Great monthly income from 19 students.
and
small
tools.
PIPAGE TWO bedroom furnished
to city with room for a garden this is the answer to your
apartment with living room and Well located home possibly for
problem.
NO. 16th AN!') VALENTINE deluxe apartments. Four 2
kitchen. Inquire at Kelly's Pest sale privately ilater. Eats and
bedroom
and two efficiency apartments. Complete indrinks
available.
Not
responsible
Control, located 100 South 13th
WHAT A VIEW OF KENTUCKY LAKE you will have from
formation available in offret.
for accidents. Bob Miller, phone
Street.
the oversized deck of your 3 bedroom home in Keniana
492-8594, associate of Shoemaker
Shores. Central heat and air and carpeting for added comMAIN STREET NEAR UNIVERSITY-11 one bedroom
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY Auction and Live Stock in charge
fort. A bonus feature is the 2 bedroom basement apartment
houses, good condition, one trailer, 1 three bedroom house, I
apartment, near university. All of sale. Murray auction number
that rents for $100.00 weekly during tourist season Priced
block duplex. Mostly furnished on acre of land.
utilities furnished. Phone 7594452 406.
now for only $29,500.00. To see is to buy.
after 5:00 p.m.

G.E. RECORD player and stereo BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
sale. Lay away for Christmas Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
now. Model V-211, Regular Piano Company, across from
$18.95-sale price $16.88. Model Post Office, Paris, Tennessee.
V-639,. Regular $34.95-sale price
$24.88. Model V-936, Regular PIANO SALE. As low as $595.00.
$55.95-sale price $44.88. Model Lonardo Piano Company, across
LADY'S NYLON car coat, size V-046, Regular $59.95-sale price from Post Office, Paris, Tana
16, avocado, $10.00. Phone 753- $47.88. Model T-361, Regular nessee.
1733.
679.95-sale price $59.88. Roby
Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
November2C MUSIC LESSONS, band inKentucky.
struments, piano, guitar,
LIVING ROOM suite, brown beginner violin. Phone 753November 8C
nylon. In very good condition. 1470.
Phone 492-8616.

GARAGE SALE, Saturday,
November 3,9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Lots
of clothes, mens size medium and
womens 7's. Dishes, toys, odds
and ends. 1517 Oxford Dr.,
Canterbury Estates.

Rooms for R

ALL NEW!

POU LAN

18. sewing

23. Ex

"ELECTRIC 1000"
World's newest,
lightest, electric
chain saw

HEAD!!

LOOKING

20. Sports

and

TUCKER REALTORS
MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING

usaindiall11111111L

37. Livestock -;ORM

$5"
°O

Phone 753-4342
Sales Consultants-Home Phone
753-1607 I
Edna Knight, ...
Ron.Talent
753-49-1O
Pat Mobley,
753-7638
C. Bailey Hendricks
753-8958
A Call To Donald Tucker, Realtor, May Be The Most Important Call You Will
Make Today!!

Murray Home
and

29. Mobile Homo*eat*

Auto Store

•

227 ACRI
miles sot
Four
1967, one
paved ra
Four a(
and air, I
Mlles ea!
Three
room, r
baths, ca
square f
without'
Three
baths, or
$20,000.
Foyer,
room, tr
dressing
cabinets,
Three
with fin
1965, nem
Four t
1500 sql
Heights.
Built:
brick,
Under 6
Two b
near laki
Includes
Want i
area C8
lots, $5,i
Water!
Kentuck
Resici
water.
Call or
Estate,
Wayne
6079), R
753-5651

44111

APPRO:
land, thi
Baptist I
Phone 7

BEAUTl
204' on 1
For nem
Phone o

753

to

SALE

1111111101111111.111

A-T-T-E-N-T-1-0-N

No Tap Tournament
7:00 p.m.
Friday Night - November 2
- Couples Only -

$500

per couple

PRIZE

MONEY * $2.00 Per Couple
--- EVERYONE INVITED

CORVETTE LANES
1415. Main

753-2202

AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
FOUR ROOM furnished apart- November 3, 10:00 a.m. at the
merit, $75.00 per month. Married Ocus Carraway home,first house
couple preferred. Phone 435-4465. south of Friendship Church, two

ATTENTION GROWERS
Chrisman Popcorn Company is now buying
field corn and dry soy beans. Have capacity
for large quantities and good service. Please
call or come by our plant on East Poplar
neft.r.
„,
POPCORN.COMPANY
101 EAST POPLAR ST.
MURRAY,KENTUCKY
502-753-1722

17,4COM&

ACREAGE

EXCELLENT RESTAURANT in the "heart- of Murray
Includes all stock, inventory and fixtures.

OVER 4 ACRES on So. 12th zoned commercial Information
available in office.

•
* WA
c

* Slit
*

• BE

PR
•
*

i

•
* 150

HIGHLAND OAKS SUBDIVISION. Neat 3 bedroom home
with all the built-ins, carpet and storage you could want.
Available now for only $21,500.00.

3 ACRES-perfect building site near Tr -City.

* LAI
*
•
*
b

* WA1
*

CHOICE BUSINESS LOCATION at 15th and Poplar. Huie's
Flower Shop with 250 ft. of frontage on Poplar. Shown by
appointment only.

RENTAL AVAILABLE
e

ONE 2 BEDROOM Imarttnent
$150.00 per month

DOcernber

le at.

FICIENCY APARTMENT located behind University
Inn.
411101011110MillestelesselOMMINualataisrasee vesarmascsose Ailicloasauser,

*rag mhaw. Pee.m

V.*

• KI

A*• *

d
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It' With A Classified
44. Lots For Sale

d.E
ER

ck house
o baths,
ig room,
en with
with lots
eminent.
oad.
1,011.00
353

AKE
)eautiful
d home,
cottage
lonathan
rite for

Estate

lie 5

46. Homes For Sale

a SONIC* Offered

Another View

BUREAU
$10.00 DOWN and $10.00 per
SIGNS PAINTED. Phone 43g 219?
227 ACRES-200 acres fenced, 14 month will buy a large wooded lot TWO BEDROOM house, one mile
OF INTERNAL
'after 5:00 p.m.
an*
one
on
threeMurray
from
miles south. $215.00 per acre.
at Keniana Shores. Lake access—
RtVOCE
Four bedrooms, brick, built central water—all weather tenths acres. Aluminum siding,
of
plenty
carport,
heat,
gas
TIMBER—LODGE of Tenn—
1967, one acre lot. On secondary streets. Phone 436-5320 or 436so"
storage, good outbuilding and
'l'ucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
paved road.
2473.
small orchard. Phone 753-3418 or
Tennessee will do your stone
Four acres, brick, central heat
753-2669.
work. Large selocUons of stone.
and air, built-ins, built in 1972, 7
ITC
Phone 901-5934534
titles east.
Three bedroom brick, family 37 ACRE farm, two bedroom ASSUMABLE LOAN, 6 per cent
CARPET AND linoleum inroom, recreation room, two house, 2 car garage on 641 North. FHA, $134.00 per month, nearly
stallation, $1.25 per yard. Phone
baths, carpeted throughout, 2700 Phone 753-3645 after 4;30 p.m. new large three bedroom 11
2
/
436-2415 evenings.
square feet. Will sell with or
baths, den-kitchen combination
without furniture.
congr large fenced lot, excellent
1
48
.1Finfgri
GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears,
Three bedroom brick, two
dition. Call 753-1359.
seamless gutters, installed per
Under
west.
lot,
baths, one acre
NICE—NEAT four bedroom
your specifications. Call Larry
$20,000.
house, two fireplaces, basement,
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
Foyer,family room, recreation gas heat, large screened front 6 ROOM house, near Murray on
TFC
estimate
about two acre lot. Attached
room, two baths, 3 bedrooms, porch. 301 North 5th. 753-7935
garage, Large well house. Call
dressing room, 42 lineal feet
BY OWNER: Lovely three 753-8190.
JERRY'S REFINISHING
cabinets, 2500 square feet.
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
Three bedrooms, family room bedroom,two bath brick home on
of Murray on Hwy. 641.
South
2 baths, built large corner lot in Meadow Green
/
with fireplace, 11
4,
4
.
-Jo
MI
7. Ofir. `I S
C 11173
Jerry McC,oy, owner. (502) 492Acres. Family room with
I 1 -/
1965, near Hardin.
81137.
TFC
Four bedrooms, built in 1967, fireplace, wall-to-wall carpeting,
LATE 1972 Honda CB 350, low
"ALL RIGHT- 11-EN, I RE546N."
1500 square feet, near Alma central heat and air, double
ROY HARMON finish carpenter.
garage, city water. $29,500.00. mileage, excellent condition.
Heights.
Phone 753-3288 after 5:00 p.m.
of
Southeast
Located
miles
2
Pit Sergall111111111 Custom building and remodeling.
Built in 1968, central electric,
50. Campers
Houses trimmed-formica tops
brick, 3 bedrooms, built-ins. Murray just off Highway 121 on
workOverby Road. Phone 753-2715(No 1972 SUZUIU 350, good condition. 1972 MIDES 190 Motor Home, ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service and doors—Quality
Under $20,000. North.
TFC manship. Phone 753-0790.
TFC
642-6551.
Paris,
Phone
tires,
ply
10
new
equipped,
town.
fully
or
calls).
leaving
night
Saturday
Friday
to
Must
due
sell
Two bedrooms, built in 1971,
Will take best offer. Phone 753- Must sell, call 502-4724950 after 6
near lake. Immediate possession.
DOZER SERVICE D-6 caterp.m.
0713.
ELECTRONIC ORGAN service,
Includes three lots. Under $8,000.
pillar. Phone 753-9807.
SALE
FOR
models.
and
Living
makes
Want a fishing cottage?
all
To Settle Estate
Authorized Baldwin service.
area carpeted, furnished, two
1967 NORTON 750 motorcycle FALL CLEARANCE sale on all
Two Bedroom Frame
lots, $5,000.
Best offer. Phone 753-1493.
campers in stock at Arrowhead WILL DO trash and brush Phone Hopkinsvtlle 888-1877 or
living room and
Bath,
Waterfront or water view lots,
Camper Sales in Mayfield, hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone after 5:00 p.m. Cadiz 522-8660.
kitchen. Large rooms
TFC
Kentucky Lake or Lake Barkley.
Kentucky. Phone 489-2303, 247- 753-6130.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
403 Elm St., 2 blocks from
lots-west-city
Residential
6289 or 247-8187 for more inGET READY for fall. Delta
court square.
water.
formation or for appointment.
Sigma Phi will do that yard
Opel
1969
PICKUP-1968.
FORD
$12,000
Price
Call or come in to Wilson Real
cleaning or painting for you.
station wagon. 1965 Volkswagen.
See or Call...
Estate, office 753-3263, ask for
Phone 767-2126, 767-2211 or 71318th
North
Can be seen at 916
&Ilia Hale-7534401
CAMPER TOPPER, insulated.
Wayne (753-5006), Loretta (7537796.
Street.
Hale-4924902
Jess
In
$125.00.
good
Phone
condition,
6079), Ronnie (435-5792). or Bill
Hawley 13acy-492-8120
53-1323 or see at Kentucky Lake
(753-5657).
TIMBER—LODGE on Tenn--:
FALCON FUTURA-1966, radio, Oil Company before 5:00 p.m.
Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
heater, new tires, brakes, air
Tennessee, will build complete
CARVED, BEADED, solid oak tape, local car, four door. Red,
!fireplaces, starting at only
staircase, fluted and carved 289 motor. 753-4889.
Gerrald Boyd, Owner
$695.00. Selection, of stones
pillar, entry to formal living
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
2 acres of room, family room
/
APPROXIMATELY 11
with CHEVELLE-1970 Super Sport, Installation. Phone 753-7350. TFC
available. Satisfaction
Murray
7th,
S.
209
room,
dining
,
fireniact
Corner
land, this side of Cherry
guaranteed. Phone 901-593formal
new transmission, tires, red with
°53-1751
Baptist Church on blacktop road. breakfast
TFC
3534.
room, master suite convertible top. $1800.00. Phone
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Phone 7534295.
with library, sunroom, 4600 436-5365.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
square feet. Make an offer. Call
Phone 753-5897 days or
carpentry.
x
141'
lot
Loretta
(
WOODED
753-6079), Wayne (753BEAUTIFUL
DATSUN-1972 four door, new 753-7625 nights.
TFC
204' on U.S. Highway 641 South. 5086), Ronnie (435-5792), Bill (753- tires. Good condition. Phone 753For new home or mobile home. 5667). Call 'Wilson Real Estate
GARAGE BUILDING,aluminum
1387.
Phone owner 753-0774.
(753-3263).
siding, carports and additions.
FALCON-1968 two door post, Now is the time to build Call
automatic transmission, 6 Collect Mayfield 247-7672.
When you have
cylinder. Phone 753-1489 after
a great fall..
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
5:00 p.m.
Having trouble getting those
doctors, nurses and medicines can
put you together &pain , it you can
TRIUMPH SPITFIRE-1972. small jobs done' Call Ernest
pay hospital costs. See your MF A
Reasonable terms. Phone 767- White 753-0605.
Insurance Agent *bout a Health
4233 between 7:00 and 10:00 p.m.
Insurance plan today
41 LOCATED AT 313 SOUTH 10TH STREET and priced at only
B 61 C CONSTRUCTION, Com-!
el $16,000.00 is a newly decorated, three bedroom home. This
FORD-1970 one ton dual wheel, plete basements, foundations,
house has storm windows and doors and a good gas floor
V-8 with new grain bed. Burton's patios sidewalks,
driveways, II furnace for those winter months ahead.
Lynnville,
Station,
Service
retaining walls etc. Septic tank 7:11:;
Kentucky, Phone 382-9114.
210 E. Main
7534489
installations. 4374734 or 437-4765. ;W. ON THE OLD SALEM ROAD,approximately two miles from
Murray, we have just listed ten acres of good land. The
cylinder,
six
FORD-1986,
would help finance this buy at only $5,000.00.
Owner
x
(3
8
stripping
FURNITURE
44‘444-9-4-19 ***At444-********y--110-4-44114L-94. straight shift, 52,000 actual miles. foot
chair
complete
Vats) and
Clean. Phone 753-1733 after 3:00
caning service. The Olde Shoppe II LARGE COMMERCIAL LOT in one of the busiest parts of
p.m.
next to the Dairy Queen. Call 753- ij town. This location is ideal for any business and is priced
November 6C 0.! right!
8240.

47.

0
1607 I
7638

ill

Great

or sub-

eat crop
Now is

xation,
ipletely

Perfect
stalled
metary

ouse in

'thence,

Ronnie Ross

FOR SALE
1965 Plymouth
Fury II
k, Air, Excellent condition
Call 7534940 after 5:00

y base.

ge short
LARGEPRICE REDUCTION—On this nice frame home and
New 23' x 40' clean-up shop PICTURED ABOVE. Offers 3
bedrooms, 2 fireplaces; located in Hazel and can you
believe all this for only $9,800. Call now on this one!

!eights,
evelop-

WANTING A SMALL FARM? With a beautiful brick home,
close to town. Well this is it, situated on 5 acres off 94 west,
has good stock barn and farrowing shed. Large shady
yard, home has fireplace, nice drapes, all built-in apbefore you say "no".
pliances. Better
_ _ look at this one

ot with
call. to

SMALL ACREAGE-11 acres located about 6 miles north of
Murray. Excellent building site with view of reservoir.
Property is fenced with 285' of highway frontage.

wiroom
house, I

BEAUTIFUL BRICK HOME—located west of Murray and
quality built thru-out. Has large attractive kitchen, living
room,large paneled den, beautiful bath with large vanity;
•
it's just like new, better take a look.
*
* PRICE 14,800—On this fine 2 bedroom frame home located
•
about 4 miles from Murray. Home is about 6 years old and
*
in good condition. Excellent for newly-weds or retiring
*
couple.
•
*
Murray, would make an excellent
•
* 158 ACRES—Southwest of
cattle farm, and the price is right. Year round water on
/
; property, partially fenced

Murray.

. Hines
own by

1973 Chevy Vega Station Wagon Estate, automatic,
power steering, air, radio, bronze, list price $3480, Sale
Price $2377. 33,000 miles

Phone 753-2617

Hazel Hwy.

FULL and PART TIME

SALES HELP
WANTED
ANN HERBERT
Ladies Apparel Shop
OPENING SOON IN BEL-AIR
SHOPPING CENTER
Interviews:

SATURDAY - NOV. 3
9:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

HOLIDAY INN

* WANTING TO BUILD—We have residential or lake lots, call
• for list of properties.

lie

At>.
,•4

00,

(411OFFITT
REALTY CO.

753-3597
304 Main, Murray, Ky.
HOME PHONES:
Robert Young...753-8941
• Keith Moffitt...753-6000
Bonnie Moffitt...753-5068
************************

.•

'41*
t
41%

NEAR SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE CHURCH we have i
2 acres of good crop land and a five room house.'
1
listed 30/
Possession is immediate with this $19,250.00 purchase
W,
GOOD BUSINESS IN EXPANDING SHOPPING CENTER.;NJ
The price of $14,900.00 includes well kept equipment needed
for business operation.
LOCATED ON HIGHWAY 641 NORTH AT ALMO HEIGHTS
and priced at only $8,000.00 is a three room house on a lot 164
feet wide by 500 feet deep. This would be the ideal place for
that small business.

7

IN EXCELLENT CONDITION is the three bedroom brick on
'CERAMIC TILE repair work.
Highway 94 East. This house is located on a large lot and has
W•
also
remodeling,
or
Repair
storm doors and windows. The drapes are included in the
shower doors and tub enclosures.
price of only $20,000.00.
November 10C
Call 474-2263.

STORM WINDOWS AND DOORS AND ELECTRIC HEAT
make the house at Dexter especially desirable for those At.:
winter months ahead This house is in excellent condition and ;sr
•2
priced at $10,500.00.

1622 COLLEGE FARM ROAD is the address of tfie three
bedroom, brick priced at $21,500.00. The house is in excellent
condition with carpets,drapes and storm windows and doors.

2 ACRES WITH APPROXIMATELY 58 ACRES OF
/
671
TENDABLE LAND can be found near Blood River Church.
This farm has a tobacco hase and corn base. The price is 747.•
right -al 317,500.00.

iii1

co

14'
*
FOR ALL your additionsFALCON-1968, two door post, remodeling, residential or
automatic transmission, 6 commercial. New or old. Free
cylinder. Phone 753-1469 after estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC
5:00 p.m.
FURNITURE STRIPPING & 71-4
CHEVROLET IMPALA-1966, Antiques, The Barn, 5: miles tiII
two door hardtop, power and air. West of .Murray on Hwy. 94. Dan
Phone 753-7619 or 753-0525.
McDaniel,owner. 753November 6C
7499.
SPECIAL-1968,
BUICK
V-8,
automatic transmission.
WORK; trucking,
good on oil and gas mileage. All BULLDOZER
fill dirt and
power and air. Phone 767-4408 also bank gravel,
354-8138,
Hardin,
Phone
topsoil.
after 5:00 p.m.
or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC

w

DO acres
letime!

Four 2
ilete in-

Complete
Radiator 88,
Heater Repair
SHOLAR
AUTO
REPAIR
5111.11M1.11111.

Dwain Taylor Corner

HURRY! HURRY! HURRY!
ROBERTS REALTY, located at 12th & Sycamore, is just waiting to show you
!ii.! their many Fall specials! Come in today and let one of the five salesmen help
m you get settled in that new home before the snows come!
; Listed below is just a sample of the listings found at ROBERTS REALTY!

;nt un-

El fully

iSfecl‘

413111111111111111111

Call
753-1916

•

LIKE THE MOBILE HOME IDEA? We have a double-wide
on a large, corner lot at Panorama Shores. The price Jf
$15,000.00 includes mobile home, lot and furniture.
READY FOR THOKF WINTER MONTHS Is the four
bedroom brick located on Highway 641 North. This house
features a large family room with fireplace and a full, dry
_basement. $21,500.00 will let you move in this home.
FOR THE LARGE FAMILY needing lots of room or the
small family desiring an extra income; the house at 1107
Main Street is the home to see. Large lot in the R-4 zoning!

DODGE DART-1965, four door, CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY'
R-4 ZONING are only two of the features
automatic,6 cylinder. Phone 753- steam cleaned. Phone Carpet i LARGE LOT and
13th Street. This is a good house, ready for
South
106
at
found
41
4978 after 5:00 p.m.
TFC
Master 489-2504.
doors and windows and is priced at
storm
with
winter
::404
$16,000.00.
CUTLASS SUPREME-1973, ASPHALT Driveways, and
yellow, saddle top and interior. parking lots sealed, professional 41 Those are just a few of the many listings ROBERTS
1
Wheels, tape, brakes and finishing. Estimates freely 4;
steering and air. 3,000 miles. given. Phone collect 247at 753-1651 or their home numbers:
November 6P
2423.
Phone 753-0525 or 753-0379.

4,

DUPLEX AT 105 SOUTH 10TH STREET! Priced at $15,000.00
with an income of 10 per cent, this house is in excellent
condition and immediate possession is just one of the
features.
LOCATED OFF OF THE KIRBY JENNINGS TRAIL and at
the mouth of Blood River i the natural stone and cypress
cottage. This has a full basement and is priced with all of the
furniture including colored T.V. and dishwasher.
2 BLOCK FROM SUPERMARKET is an outstanding
1
/
feature of this newly remodeled three bedroom brick with
den. Has extra large lot, house is completely carpeted and it
have a dining room. Priced to sell at less than
does
$25,000.00.

REALTY has. Call any of our friendly salespeople

Ray Roberts - 753-5583

Jean Bennett -

Lela Parkar - 733-6086

753-2590

Hoyt Roberts - 753-3924

:110

OPENING NOV 5

For all of your Real Estate needs ROBERTS REALTY is the place to be!

Sharon's Figure
Salon
In The Central Shopping Centel
Next to Big B Cleaners
* Featuring the latest in exercise
* Trained instructors

Watch For The Ads!

T. C. Collie - 753-5122

* Member of Multiple Listing *
Buying - Selling - Appraising - Managing
WHEN IT COMES TO REAL ESTATE ...
SEE

I 2
4116
:

1 4
s

OW>.
-

01.%.
12th & Sycamore
Office Phone 753 1651

••

C 0:43:4000

4
4
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Frigidaires

PAO

. llzu:
sha:
by
adL
unit
port
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ten.
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for
dur
war

Frigidaires'
Besides the best buys ever from
Frigidaire , Ward-Elkins is offeri
ng
again this year a FREE TURK
EY
with the purchase of a major
appliance!...

Skinny
Minni
' fits almost
anywhere
(Only 2 Feet Wide)
•Washes and dries
family size loads
'•Permanent Press
care (both washer
and dryer)
•Automatic Dry cycle
•2-Speed Washer

afIX1

I

the
foil
plan
fron
ion

oteY
Th
with
craft
with
half

3 Door by

Frigidaire

Eg
were
Phan

,!529"

Sovi
both

the
to j
Phis

Model FPC13-203V3U

• Separate Ice Cube Section
• Adjustable Shelves

'369"

ADU
NU

• Standard Ice Service Or Add On Ice Maker

Ba
Sue)

Frigidaires'

Frigidaires'

Model (RSE-36S)

_

dishwasher

mobile
(Model DWCDMT)

(Model DAT)

30"
Range
ElectriClean

Pa
Mrs
Ba
Virr
Call
Jo

Big

Frigidaires'
Dryer
18 lbs.
Capacity

$29900
• Cleans oven automaticall
y
• Cook master automabc
oven
.
control
• Both surface unit and oven
light
• Full width storage drawer

Frigidaires'
Washer with jet circle
spray system
Model WCDAT

Frigidaires 30"
Range with
rolikivable door

'219"
Factory
• Full width storage drawer
• Easy view surface unit controls
• Signal-dial oven temperature control
• Oven signal light

• Perma Press Cycle
• Giant 16 lbs. capacity • Cycle end signal
• 2 speed wash • Flowing gentle heat
• Permanent Press care
$37900.

*ate RS3OS

Trained
Servicemen!

Bab
Mrs.
Bs

• Dirtiest dishes come show
er Cie*
• Little of no pre-rinsing
• Converts to built-in
• Roll-oat rack
• 4 cycle versatility

ommememOmmommoN
Customer--you get me
Free'
with the purchase of
$200" or more-Nesismommkoksememems0

Builders and Contractors — Ward-Elkins
gives
you buys even lower than these Thanksgi
ving
Prices with our special package deals!
!

Model rCD 15013

• Reversa-doors right or left hinge
• Only 30" wide
• 15.0 Cu. ft
• Frig-Foam insulation

$279°°

Murray, Ky.

753-1713
753-1705

Paris, Tenn.

L..
wawa.« as

East
Fal
Girl

St
,

Report Gives Priority To
Equalizing School Districts

Pharmacy
Seminar
Planned

U.S. Expected To Share
In Knowledge Of Missile

.•

V3U

FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)- A (locally) which are not equallegislative research report is- ized," he said. "These are local
"Pharmacy's Public and
today gives top priority to funds, essentially from properProfessional Image" will be the sued
equalizing
local school districts ty taxes, in excess of the local
topic of a continuing education
rather than changing the min- effort required for district parseminar on Friday and
foundation program for- ticipation in the foundation proSaturday, Nov. 2-3, at the imum
mula.
gram."
Continental Inn in Lexington.
Written by Dr. ,l1p1 Peyton,
Such funds are known as
The program will feature the study was to be presented
presentations on improving to a meeting of the subcom- "leeway" money and Peyton
disparity
pharmacy's image based on the mittee on educational finano- said there is a wide
WASHINGTON (AP)- Sec- on the west bank of the Sum public's perception.
between leeway money in the
Eng.
retary. of State I1enry. Masi& Canal seisedAbetsreen two 11.N. --Guest ipepiters include
_
rich and.poor districts.
'The- math''thrust "f
ger will visit Cairo and other cease-fire calls last week.
Robert H. Henry, R. Ph., MS., various citizen studies to upRoughly 30 cents per $100 of
Mideast capitals next week as
The fact that Kissinger's trip
director for Professional Af- grade and equalize educational assessed valuation of a disthe United States tries to pro- to Cairo had already been fairs
United States Phar- opportunity in Kentucky has
mote peace negotiations be- planned was taken as evidence
macopeia Convention, Inc., been on the minimum foundatween Israel and its Arab foes, that Washington has already
Rockville, Md., and D.C. tion program of basic state aid
officials said.
decided on at least the broad
Huffman Jr., Ph. D., executive to 189 local districts.
The trip, to be formally an- outline of its diplomatic course. director of. the American
That plan partly involves
nounced today, is considered a
Both the United States and
College of Apothecaries and changing the formula from
prelude to talks between Israel the Soviet Union have pledged
associate professor of phar- state aid per classroom unit to
AKRON, Ohio (AP) -- A
and the Arab states late this to use their "good offices" to
macy administration, College of state aid on the basis of what it fledgling Akron firm is offering
year or in early 1974.
expedite negotiations between
Pharmacy, University of actually costs to educate vari- landlubbers a burial at sea off
Kissinger will stop in Jidda Israel and her Arab neighbors.
Tennessee, Memphis, Tenn.
ous categories of pupils - from the coast of Fort Lauderdale,
and Amman to confer with Of the two super powers, WashThe seminar, which is open to "normal" to handicapped.
Fla.
Saudi Arabian and Jordanian ington clearly is playing the
But Peyton's approach is priThe ashes-scattering service
leaders, and possibly also in dominant role, while keeping all registered pharmacists, is
marily in the direction of "dis- comes aboard a Piper Cub out
Rabat, Morocco. Then, after a Moscow informed .principally being sponsored by the
University of Kentucky College trict power equalization."
over the Atlantic and costs only
stop in Pakistan, he will fly to through Dobrynin.
He said it would place more $50, plus the cost of cremation.
of Pharmacy,. Pharmacy
Peking on Nov. 10 for a visit
All attempts to foster negotiathe money in the hands of local au- Extras, including a copilot
postponed because of the tions since Israel was estab- Alumni Association,
Kentucky Board of Pharmacy, thorities to be used at their dis- clergyman and a tape recordMideast war.
lished 25 years ago have foundcretion.
ing of his service, can hike the
The White House had planned ered even before an avenda the Kentucky Council on
As he explains district power Price.
Pharmaceutical
Education
and
to announce Kissinger's trip fol- could be prepared. The object
equalization, it would assure
Air Burial Corp. founder Roblowing a meeting today be- of the current exploratory talks the Kentucky Pharmaceutical
that equal tax rates of districts ert P. Allan said he has pertween President Nixon and Is- is to bring the two sides togeth- Association in cooperation with
would bring equal amounts of formed seven burials so far.
mail Fahrny, the acting Egyp- er under one roof, bargaining the May Wholesale Drug
revenue to the districts. `
Company
and
Rite-Way
of
"There are 21,448 funeral
tian foreign minister.
through a U.S. intermediary or
Payton said that under the homes in the country, and I
The secret was spilled Tues- directly across the table from Kentucky.
Further information con- current system this is not so plan to mail a brochure to all
day night while the President, each other. Geneva is a potencerning
the seminar may be because the wealthy districts of them," he said. He called
Kissinger and Soviet Ambassa- tial
site.
obtained from Dr. Harry Smith, always will come out ahead the service "a meaningful
dor Anatoly F. Dobrynin were
Meanwhile, George Saddikni, director
ashes-to-sea dispersal."
continuing automatically.
of
meeting at Camp David, Md.
the Syrian minister of informa- education for UK's College of
His plan envisions the state
Relatives receive a color phoAs the diplomatic pace quick- tion, vowed Tuesday that hia
making up the difference (or tograph of the dispersal site,
ened, Prime Minister Golda country would not bargain with Pharmacy, Bowman Hall
University
of
Kentucky, poorer districts "between what along with its specific location.
Meir of Israel was granted an Israel.
the rate actually produces and Allan said the sites can be seen
telephone
(606)
257-4785.
appointment with Nixon at the
Mideast problems "can only
what it would produce if the as- from the Florida shoreline.
White House on Thursday.
be solved through complete Issessment per child were equal
"I had heard of a similar
She asked to see the Presi- raeli withdrawal from occupied
TRAINING AREA AGAIN
to that of the wealthiest dis- service on the West Coast, and
LONDON ;AP) - The ghost
dent amid indications that the Arab territories and the recogtrict."
figured there was no reason
United States was pressing Is- nition of Palestinian rights," he village of Imber, in Wiltshire,
The minimum foundation pro- why it wouldn't catch on here,"
which
was
evacuated
in
1143
to
territory
Egyptian
yield
rael to
said in Damascus.
provide U.S. soldiers with a gram is aimed at equalizing he said.
Fahmy is understood to have realistic training area, has childrens'educational opportunHe expects most of his busitold Kissinger, however, that been converted into a mock ities and Peyton said largely ness from former Florida tourlEgypt, Syria and Other Arab Northern Ireland town.
does so far as basic aid is con- ists, but he said, "We'll fly the
British troops will be given cerned.
I states are prepared to accept
ashes over anywhere, as long
Israel's sovereignty as a hard training in anti-urban guerrilla
-There are, however, other as there are no legal prob%arfare.
fact of life.
funds used to support education lems."
raember governing body of the
society elected members of the
board of directors of the society
INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
at its meeting and discussed
planned programs for the
. AFTIR MARKING YOUR SALUOT
Wee* We. 44.1.• PPM=
future.
Ili
• • •
lab Cram •••••
Rayburn Ford, Owensboro,
DON'T PUSH TURA SACX
Tuesday,
Cleseral
illection,
fierkt*11
business man and civic leader
Rot
fp Rohr Om No tar tooutline iistOr
and Tommy P. Bell, Lexington
well-known
attorney and
•
OSIAMINO •
01114•••
referee in professional football
and other sports, were elected
ow-les
am seni nu
to the board of directors.
.111111 NMI
II RIR ORM
NMI RI OR
McGuire,
L.
Coleman
IR URINE
INDEPENDENT
II MIR
Louisville, was reelected as
WI
president of the society's board
DENOCRAT1C
of directors.
0111111•At ILECTION
011011111A
0•41111•A MOWN
IMMO%SWIMS
••••••1 iliCa001
Need, November I. lift
Other officers for the coming
Pereder. *mei * IOU
Tema., frewmPer L. IRS
11.•••• 10•••••••
year elected at the meeting
For State Itsprneststive
were George W. Schroeder,
V.e. Per Leek
Louisville, first vice president;
Ada C
Robert OL
Mrs.
Creech,
John
A.
For County Judge
ES111113 0
ELM
Lexington,
vice
second
president; Mrs. William H.
For County Attorney
Cartmell, Maysville, secretary,
and John L. English, Louisville,
For Casty Court Clerk
treasurer.
(V*. Pr Om*
Other directors elected by the
House of Delegates were H.K.
For Sheriff
rrs
or!Veer P•• Ome)
Rogers, Frankfort, O.L.
McElroy, Eminence; Briggs
Fir Jallirr
Lawson, Shelbyville; and
George E. Dudley, Louisville.
Om*
For Property Wadies Adniaistrater
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WASHINGTON'I AP) - The
United States. is._expecied ..to.
share in the knowledge gained
by Israel in its capture of an
advanced Soviet-built missile
unit.
U.S. government sources report the Israeli army captured
intact an SA6 antiaircraft system, which inflicted heavy losses on Israel's U.S.-equipped air
force in its first combat test
during the latest Middle East
war.
U.S. military officials are
anxious to learn in detail how
the SA6 operates, and how to
foil it, because American
planes may face it in any confrontation with the Soviet Union. It is believed U.S. experts
may work with Israeli technicians in studying the system.
The SA6, used in combination
with other Soviet-made antiaircraft weapons, was credited
with knocking down roughly
half of the more than 100 airplanes Israel lost in fighting the
Egyptians and Syrians.
Most of the downed planes
were U.S.-manufactured F4
Phantom and A4 Skyhawk jets.
The deadly accuracy of the
Soviet-built weapons alarmed
both Israeli and U.S. military
officials because they lacked
the right electronic equipment
to jam or confuse the SA6's sophisticated guidance system.
Experts say the SA6,

Hospital Report
October 27, 1973
ADULTS..95
NURSERY..1
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Gentry (Mrs. Betty
Sue), Route 4, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs Patsy Humphreys,
Hermitage Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Agnes Aileen, Route 1, Hazel,
Mrs. Martha Winstead, Route 8,
Box 326, Benton, Mrs. Annie
Louise l'harpe, 217 Spruce,
Murray, Mrs. Marilyn Weaver
Paulk, 1218 Dogwood, Murray,
Mrs. Sue Jean Hopkins and
Baby Boy, Route 2, Murray,
Virris Dow Vickers, 1703
Calloway, Murray, Mrs. Ruby
Jo Leslie, 216 South 15th,
Murray, Mrs. Nita Jackson and
Baby Boy, Route 8, Mayfield,
Mrs. Dorothy Manning and
Baby Girl, 311 North 12th,
Murray, Mrs. Patricia Sons and
Baby Boy, Route 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Jacqueline Teitloff and Baby
Boy, Box 128, Riviera Cts.,
Murray, Mrs. Kathie Sue Ford
and Baby Girl, Route 4, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Gunhild Yarbrough
and Baby Girl, 603 Vine St.,
Murray, Zell Langford, 1005
East Blyth, Paris, Tenn., Mike
Falwell, Route 1, Hazel, Baby
Girl Gentry (expired), Route 4,
Murray.

mounted op tank tracks, is very
mobile .and is _most effective
against planes attacking at low
level. Many of the Israeli
planes destroyed by the SA6
were flying low to strike at
Egyptian and Syrian tanks.
U.S. sources said an SA6 missile battery, its radar and guidance equipment were seized intact by Israeli troops after they
thrust across the Suez Canal
into Egypt on Oct. 16.
The Israeli command spoke
of destroying and overruning
Egyptian missile and artillery
positions, but the capture of the
SA6 was kept secret.
The Israelis captured other
Soviet-made weapons already
known to the United States
from experience in the Vietnam
war.
Among them was the SA7 antiaircraft missile which first
was captured by the South Vietnamese and brought to the
United States. U.S. technicians
then devised a way of using
flares to divert the heat-seeking
SA7s from their targets. This
technique reportedly was
adopted by the Israelis.
Another was the AT3 Sagger
antitank missile taken by South
Vietnamese soldiers last year.
U.S. experts tested a number of
Saggers in this country and
found they could pierce 18
inches of armor. They were believed to have worked on possible countermeasures.

Kissinger To Visit Cairo,
Other Mideast Capitals, In
Effort to Promote Negotiations

Burial At Sea
Offered by Firm

Dr. Sparks Speaks To
Easter Seal Society
Louisville, Ky.-"All Kentuckians owe the Kentucky
Easter Seal Society a debt of
gratitude for its service to
humanity for half-a-century,"
said Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
speaker at the Golden Anniversary luncheon meeting of
the society.
The meeting was held at the
Galt House in Louisville
recently. Dr. Sparks, recently
retired president of Murray
State University. commended
the society for its outstanding
aervice program developed
over the past 541 years tor
Kentuckians with all types of
handicaps.
Judge Bart N. Peak,
Lexington, past president of the
society was the speaker for the
Golden Anniversary dinner.
Reports on progress for the
crippled were given and the
progress of two new developments were announced. The
development of a new resident
camp at Rough River and the
building of a major addition to
Cardinal Hill Hospital at
Lexington.
The House of Delegates, 75-

a

a

October 22, 1973
ADULTS 115
NURSERY 5
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Frances Taylor and
Baby Boy, 1618 Parklane,
Mato, Baby Boy Teitloff
(Jacqueline Ann, Mother), Box
128 Riviera Cts., Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Brenda McClellan and
Baby Girl, Box 3226 Univ. Sta.,
Murray, Mrs. Wanda Sue
Taylor, Route 1, Almo, Mrs.
Frankle Ann Starks, Route 1,
Almo, Mrs. Helen Louise Fair,
117 South 10th St., Murray, Mrs.
Nettie Lou Fulton, Route 7,
Murray.
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Parker Ford
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For Corsair

It's an easy way to avoid
problems when one family car
just isn't enough.
Our Rent-A-Car rates are
low. And insurance is in-

iramt

Sample Ballot

(Ye* Pee Owe

You can rent a beautiful new
Ford, a sporty Maverick, a
luxury
Torino, or
an
economical Pinto for as short
or as long a time as you like.

trict's general school tax goes
for the district's share of the
foundation program. This money is equalized through the program's distribution formula.
Peyton said "we need not
concern ourselves with these
funds," but rather with the
rates in excess of 30 centssince they produce the leeway
funds which are not equalized.
He paid the average leeway
20 Cents per
$100 in assessed valuation and
that "this could well serve as
the support rate for power
equalization."
In other words, Peyton called
for a basic 50-cent rate for all
districts, with the state making
up any deficit in poorer districts.
The cost, he said would range
from $30 million to almost $40
million a year.
"It is apparent that power
equalization is expensive," he
said. "However, if the principle
is a good one, it is something
the state should perhaps strive
toward."
If it is too expensive to implement in a single year, Peyton
said, the state could phase the
district equalization process in
over a longer period.
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Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2,1973
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ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
Fine Mars aspects. Be on the
lookout for good leads, projects
with substantial background.
Finances especially favored.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) tikt27
Be objective and watch for
opportune moments to advance
your -Interests. Contifhe your
best ideas with those of others
- for the benefit of all.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
Someone will throw down the
gauntlet The challenge will
stimulate you and give you a
bright idea that will work - if
you get busy at once.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) ee)
Aspects stimulate your knack
for handling matters which
persons.
many
involve
Especially favored: medical
pursuits, written matters,
government work.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23)
Unusual tact needed in
domestic and social circles,
Don't''make waves" or stir up
'dissension - only too easily
done now if you are not alert
:VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Personal matters may need
some special attention, perhaps
a change of approach. A state of
keadiness advised -- to cope
With the unexpected.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct 73)
Branch out to some extent
Realize your limitations,
however, so that you won't
overreach your mark. Some
complexities possible.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22) rill*
Curb emotions and a tendency
toward eccentricity. Tighten
reins on spending but don't
scrimp unwisely and lose out in
the long run.
NP

4
(49

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
When you believe in anything,
your enthusiasm is so intense it
is contagious, so make sure you
are correct A day in which your
influence will be strongly felt.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) id
Good Saturn influences. Intel3ectual and creative pursuits
should be stimulated. Do not

overestimate your set-up,
however, all gains won't come
at once.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Some dubious schemes may
be suggested. Be alert - and
reject promptly. Also, avoid
unconventional behavior, exreMeS in word or deed,
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
One of those mixed periods
which can bring both the
everyday and the unusual. Seek
expert advice and opinions to
cope with the latter.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with remarkable intuition, insight and a subtle
sense of humor. Although undemonstrative most of the time,
you are, nevertheless, devoted
to family and friends, and will
never let them down. Extremely versatile, you could
make an outstanding success in
the business world, where your
gift of leadership would be
invaluable; you can write
brilliantly, and have a talent for
acting. Also, like many others of
your Sign, you could excel in the
to
leading
law (often
statesmanship) and are a born
physician. Birthdate of: Daniel
Boone, Amer. frontiersman;
James K. Polk and Warren G.
Harding, U.S. Presidents.

Hospital Report
October n, 1973
ADULTS 108
NURSERY 2
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Ginger Ruth Nall and
Baby Girl, 524 S. 3rd St.,
Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Mary Cassity, Route 5,
Benton, Mrs. Nancy Carolyn
Fox, Dexter, Master Patrick
Robinson, Route 2, Murray,
Mrs. Rosalee Kelso, Lynn
Grove, Mrs. Sally Yvonne
Green, Hazel, Mrs. Thelma Inez
Stacy, 208 Moore St., Clinton,
Mrs. Karen Wiggins, Route 1,
Sedalia, Miss Debora Mae
Eldridge, Route 6, Murray,
Herbert Robertson, 1610
Calloway, Murray, Marvin Hart
(Convalescent Div.), Route 2,
Stewart, Tenn.
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Lit N To Construct New Yard
FRANKFORT, Ky.-Gov.
Wendell Ford and Prime F.
Osborn, president of the
Louisville and Nashville
Railroad, recently announced
plans for the construction of
"America's finest, most
modern railroad yard."
The freight classification
yard, which will cover 230 acres
in south Louisville, will cost the
company approximately $24.5
million. -In terms of capital
expenditure, it is the, largest
investment ever-untie. rtaken.by
L & N," Osborn said.
The yard will be almost
totally automated and handled
by computers, Osborn said. As
trains arrive containing cars
destined for several terminals,
computers will classify the cars
onto other trains which will
move them over the most efficient
route
to
their
destination, he explained.
The equipment will be
capable of classifying 3,000

freight cars per day and will
contain memory banks to keep
track of cars throughout the
system.
Construction and installation
of equipment will take about
two years, Osborn said.
Gov. Ford called the announcement a "significant
forward step for Louisville and
all of Central Kentucky.
"The new yard represents the
company's faith in Kentucky. It
is an investment in augmenting
the -efficiency .of rail transportation," he said, "and the
history of the Commonwealth is
clear-cut evidence that we grow
and prosper in relation to the
merit of transportation services."
Louisville Mayor Frank
Burke said the new facility will
also be significant because of
the new business that will be
introduced. "It will increase the
total community activity," he
said.

The.48-track yard will centralize L & N terminal
operations by handling traffic
moving on L & N's six main
lines and on lines from the other
seven railroads that interchange with L at N.
It will be a "nerve center of
efficient operation," Osborn
said, and eliminate the delay in
handling cars through terminals.
Additional facilities for
freight car repairs also will-be
built, and L & N's Strawberry ,
Yard, just north of the new site,
will be retained, he said.

PCA Completes
Series of Meetings
The Jackson Purchase high. The association has enProduction Credit Association joyed an increase in amount of
has completed a series of six money loaned of $7,300,000.00
sections of the Annual Meeting over 1972. This is the largest
for 1973; held at Bardwell, increase in the history of the
Clinton, Hickman, LaCenter, association for a one year
Mayfield, and Murray.
period. For the year PCA will
1850 loan
Approximately
approximately
and $40,000,000.00 to 2900 farmers
stockholders, guests
friends attended and elected the for every conceivable purpose.
following people to a three year
The following members were
term on the Board of Directors; elected to the Nominating
Arthur M. Hambrick of Bard- Committee for the 1974 election:
well, Kentucky, Carlisle Larry Wilson-Graves County,
Imunty, and Will Ed Hendon, James
McPherson-CarlLsle
Murray, Kentucky, Calloway County, Hassell DeweeseCounty.
Hickman County, Charles
The Association will celebrate Everett, Jr.-Fulton County,
its 40th Anniversary in Cecil Shepherd-Ballard
February, 1974. PCA was County, and Max Workmanorganized by nine farmers who Calloway County.
purchased 85.00 worth of stock
Following the Annual Meeting
each, making a total capital the Board of Directors met and
asset of $45.00. The government elected the following officers for
purchased additional stock to the next year: Cloys A. Hobbs,
give the association the capital President, Paul
Payne,
necessary to operate under the Chairman of the Board,and Jim
law.
Wilson, Vice Chairman of the
report Board. The Executive ComThe
financial
presented at the meetings mittee is composed of David
showed that the association had Hilliard, Parnell Garrigan, and
outstanding $33,945,796.00 with Cloys Hobbs with alternates
capital in the amount of Arthur Hambrick and. Paul
$4,908,260.00 which is an all time Payne.
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BEAUTY ENOUGH TO TURNHEADS,Annette Baskerville, 20 year old Deovei,
Colo., medical secretary, turns many a head with her hair-style -- called a "corn roll"
of complex braids.
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For the Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora
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Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance - Bonds - Real Estate — 10$ _E. 12th St., Benton

THE NUMBER TO CALL
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753-6434
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HEAVY-DUTY WASHER AND DRYER with
SPECIAL CYCLE FOR KNITS

II
11
II
II

DELIVERED with
normal installatior

is
II

the WASHER

the DRYER
no guesswork' drying

2 speeds, 4 cycles

CUT $10
WAS

$208.88

DELIVERED with

normal installation

is
II
II

Are there Prison Bars
in YOUR Future?

DELIVERED with normal

II
II
II

installation

• Set 1 dial, push 1 button
• Solid state moisture sensors;
dryer shuts off when clothes
are dried just right
• Wrinkle Guard!' helps prevent
wrinkles

Ii

DELIVERED with
normal installation
• One button gives color-balanced
picture instantly, instant sound, too
• Color sharp Chromie block matrix
picture for sharper, truer color

MARQUEE NYLON PILE CARPET

• Outstandingly durable multi-level
looped and sheared nylon pile carpet
• Most spills wipe right up .
• 7 beautiful colors to choose from
SAVE 535.00 on an overage 35 sq. yd. purchase
Want Your Home Improvement INSTALLED?
Lit Seen Iii ittI prolessiesal pleRsies emd deluded eilinele.
• Forced-air drying to cut down
spotting as dishes dry

Get Sears NEW RADIAL -36- TIRES
There could be ... if you have, the idea that shoplifting is
a game or a prank. The stores don't see it that way... neither
do the police. Get the facts straight now. Get your head straight,

• 150° hygienic Son -wash

SAVE 40% on 2nd Tire

the UNDERCOUNTER

$1L088
installation

the PORTABLE
WASS

FOUR

• 2 polyester cord radial body plies

too: shoplifting is stealing. And stealing is a crime. It can get you

COLOR S

;metro

20488

$244.95

WAS 5199.95

• 4 rayon cord belts

arrested, convicted, fined and put in jail. Then you have a police

"It.

Delivered wit, norrnol

A78-13 Tubeless Whrtewall

s3520
2fors5A 44 ,

record,. too ...and THAT can mess up the rest of your life. Keep you

EA.

out of college. Make it hard to travel. Bar you from your chosen career.

MOUNTED
SI.91 F.E.T.

'
mull MOUNTED

That's a high price to pay for acting on a whim. You'd better just pay the clerk

Other Sizes Available ot
Comparable Low Prins

This Advertisement Presented As A Public Service By The Ledger 8 Times

WERE $15.99
For cars, voiss,. pick-ups,
trucks and campers

--Sem tire prices sIvt Iew-it -S14.44)M-OtiBifD 494v4-41.41,

Shoplifting is a CRIME!'

S•••• •In•
erfott Plan
to Suet
Yew &toed.

SEARS, ROERUCI ANELE10

SHOP IN PERSON at

CUT 15%
"e
It beifss.black rift. '

Southskle Shopping Center Murray, Ky.
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Evening Gown Goes With
Infantry for Field Training

fold Defa ei
litfl

ANSBACH,Germany ( AP) —
The U.S. 1st Infantry Division
brought 11,000 men, two women
and one evening gown to West
Germany for field training exercises.
- The evening gown belongs to
Lt. Gene Thornton, 23, of Middletown, Del., a 5-foot.5, 117pound member of the Women's
Army Corps.
"I brought the gown along in
.
mz footlocker, just .in case,"
she said.
"My real name is Eugenia,
for my father, Eugene. I am
the first ever in my family to
go overseas, except for a
couple of distant cousins in
World War II. They did not
come back."
She said ,the nickname
"Gene" helps when she signs
Army correspondence.
"The people who get the letters think I am a man and it
gets better results," she said.
Pfc. Connie Kalvick, 19, 5-2
and about 120 pounds, is the
other 1st Division WAC who

came here wearing combat
gear and a fatigue uniform. She
is from Minot, N.D.
Both she and Lt. Thornton
have been in the Army since
the beginning of this year. Pfc.
Kalvick will serve for two
years and the lieutenant for
three years.
Lt. Thornton was commissioned a second lieutenant after
being graduated from Washington College in Delaware in 1972,
a drama major in liberal arts.
Her father is a banker and
her mother a teacheeN
She joined the Army, she said
in an interview, because, "I
didn't think there was much
happening at home."
The airlift that brought the
two women to Germany came
from Ft. Riley, Kan., home station for the 1st Division. A reverse airlift takes them home
in November.
"I hate wars," the lieutenant
said. "I would not want to go to
one. Pi'etending like here is
ok..-4. But not the real thing."
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Low-Income Housing Projects Planned
By Elizabeth Smith
spread from Ashland to
State News Bureau
Paducah."
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
The housing corporation will
Board of Directors of the be able to finance these
Kentucky Housing Corporation dwellings at a much lower cost
has announced plans for a than market value, Polk said.
project to provide decent "We decided to act now.
housing
for
low-income Because the money market is so
residents of the state.
tight."

BALCONY SEATS— Spectators view the second annual Blues and Jazz festival held in Ann Arbor, Mich.

Through underwriters, the
corporation will offer taxexempt bonds to the public at a
total price of $51 million.
Proceeds from the sale -wflt-be
used to purchase FHA insured,
low-income mortgages from
the Federal National Mortgage
Association "Fannie Mae' ).
John W. Polk Jr., executive
director of KHC, said three
types of mortgages will be
purchased. These are 236 and
22/ rD)(3), which are for multifamily dwellings, and type 235
for single-family dwellings.
Mortgages for 2,900 units
located in 25 Kentucky counties
will be purchased from Fannie
Mae," Polk said. "They are in
both urban and rural areas and

The bonds will go on sale
around the first of November,
and Polk said they plan to be
able to purchase the mortgages
tej inkl-December. -The KHC was created by the
1972 General Assembly at the
request of Gov. Wendell Ford to
aid in the financing and construction
low-income
of
housing.
Ford has praised the
organization and called it
"another example of government serving people."
Polk said the corporation also
counsels residents who have
never before owned homes.
"We help set up tenant
associations in the multi-family
dwellings and encourage

recreation and maintenance venture of the state
into the
groups," he said.
purchase of such housing," he
The multi-family dwellings said. "But we've gotten a lot of
are privately managed, usually professional advice from
by nonprofit organizations.
several groups and state
The KHC directors have also agencies and feel we're moving
approved plans for the issuance in the right direction."
of up to 120 million in bond
anticipation notes. This money
ROLNDUP FOR
STRAYING LOGS
will be used for the purchase of
eQBT ALBERNILB.C. (AP)
1150 additional single-family
The thousand unnatural
dwellings which are still under
construction or being planned shocks that local pleasure boats
once were heir to are on the
for construction. They are
fiesently being- processed byWhen Uckifig Trie
- ilitoops or
mortgage originators cruising in their power boats,
throughout the state.
local yachtsmen enjoying the
The two plans, which have coastal waters of this logging
been approved by the IRS, will capital also kept an eye open
establish a possible $1 million fur "deadheads" — half submerged logs that often strayed
annual cash flow into
the from the nearby sorting waters
corporation and will provide of MacMillan Bloedel Limited.
over $3 million for low-interest
The company, Canada's largconstruction loans.
est forest products operation,
The construction loan fund, recently announced a $4 million
Polk said, will provide per- program to purchase and inmanent loans to builders of low- stall new log-bundling equip,
ment that will more efficiently
income resident housing.
corral potentially errant logs in
Polk is optimistic about the the sorting grounds where they
projects. "This is the first belong.
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MURRAY DATSUN
INC.

MURRAY DATSUN
INC.

DATSUN

DATSUN
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

Ammimm.

Men

404 S. 12th St.

WS-7114
4. -

753-7114

STOKES TRACTOR
AND
IMPLEMENT CO.

Mines=

It's

PEOPLES BANK
MURRAY V

Industrial Rd.
753-1319
GO TIGERS!!!

KY

SAMMON'S
BAKERY

TABER'S
BODY SHOP

Chestnut St.
753-5434
Open 6:00 a.m. • 6:00 p.m.
Closed Sundays
"Everything Baked Fresh
Daily"

24-Hour Wrecker Service
1301 Chestnut
Phone 753-3134
If no answer 753-3303
7534177

PURDOM-THURMAN
INS. and
REAL ESTATE

CLAUDE VAUGHN
PLUMBING &
HEATING

Murray High
FOOTBALL

501 N. 4th
Murray, Ky.
753-4108

MURRAY
ELECTRIC SYSTEM

Southside Court Square
flax
the
- Mu
Civ

7534451

obi
arm

Ro•
'W(
JOHNSON'S
GROCERY

4011 Olive
V.ecupp"tlhe

512 S. 12th

753-5441

THE CHRISTIAN
BOOK CENTER
808 CHESTNUT STREET
PHONE 502 753.0425
WAYNE PERRIN
CATHY PERRIN
OWP411,15

,Bel-Air Shopping Center

"Study to show thyself '
approved..."
2 Tim. 2:15

753-8322

Jansen D. Clopton Division

CORVETTE LANES
FREED COTHAM CO.
Heating, Air Conditioning,
Sheet Metal
Since 1937
802 Chestnut
-Join us alias, the game

WINCHESTE
PRINTING SERVICE

HOLTON & MELUGIN
INSURANCE
AGENCY

IN

-The Businessrnan's Choice For
Fine Printing"
102 NORTH 4TH STREET
PHONE 753-53W

THEY'LL BE CARRYING THE PIGSKIN—members of the Murray High football team who will be playing either as halfbacks
o ullbacks this season are, top row, left to right, Todd Harrison, Alan Jones,Tony Thompson, Doug Shelton and Stan Henley.
ow, Robbie Hibbard, Steve Winchester, Jody MeCoart, Dewey Seigler and Paul Robertson. Front row, Dale NleCtiiston,
Seen
Cliff Dib , Ken Grogan and Mickey MeCuiston.

FAST PRINT COPY
CENTER
While You Rag
Copying and Duplicating
5048 MAIN STREET
PHONE 7534862
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

206 Main St.
753-3415

BANK OF MURRAY

MURRAY HIGH

TT

KICKOFF

TIGERS
VS.

KELLY'S TERMITE

FORT CAMPBELL

PEST CONTROL
Call today for free
inxpectiop.
753-3914
GO TIGERS!
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GO! GO! GO!
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PENALTY
DECLINE(

FALCONS
Support Your Tiger Team

2:00 P.M.
SATURDAY,
NOV. 3
at
FORT CAMPBELL
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GO TIGERS"
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